
ABSTRACT 

ZHANG, YI.  A Genetic Screen to Identify Genes Required for Drosophila Midline 
Development. (Under the direction of Patricia A. Estes.) 
 

The diversity of behaviors displayed by biological organisms is rooted in the large 

number and assortment of cell types found in their nervous systems. One of the major 

goals of developmental neuroscience is to identify the key players and mechanisms that 

control the generation of variety of neurons and glia. The simplicity of the Drosophila 

CNS midline and the genetic tools available have made it an attractive model to study 

neurogenesis and gliogenesis.  We have conducted a random mutagenesis screen to 

identify genes required for midline cell development during mid- and late embryogenesis. 

Over 1000 mutagenized second chromosomes bearing lethal hits have been screened for 

midline defects. In total, 25 mutations affecting midline development have been isolated. 

Among them, 13 mutations have been mapped to 10 genes and 3 mutations are likely 

within novel genes. 

Functional characterization of the above 10 genes identifies multiple genes and signaling 

pathways are involved in the determination and differentiation of midline cells. First, as 

midline cells are determined, segmentation genes such as paired, patched, wingless and 

hedgehog are expressed in different midline precursors along the anterior-posterior axis. 

In each segment, patched is required for midline cell development in the anterior 

compartment, and paired, wingless and hedgehog are needed to activate Engrailed 

expression to specify the posterior compartment. While wingless is particularly important 

for the formation of MP3 neurons in the posterior compartment, hedgehog is required for 



the development of all midline cells in the posterior compartment. Therefore the different 

segmentation genes play distinct roles in determination of midline cell fates. Importantly, 

after the midline is separated into anterior and posterior compartments in each segment 

by segmentation genes, Notch plays multiple roles in the formation and differentiation of 

midline neurons and glia. Together with previous studies, our experiments suggest that 

the canonical Notch pathway, which includes mastermind and Suppressor of Hairless, is 

critical for development of midline neurons and posterior midline glia. However, the 

Notch pathway also controls the formation of anterior midline glia, but independently of 

mastermind. Together, our results provide novel insight into the mechanisms regulating 

the development of midline neurons and glia. Because Drosophila shares many genes and 

common molecular mechanisms with vertebrates, our findings facilitate a better 

understanding about the CNS development and functions more generally. In the long run, 

information on the development of neurons and glia may be used to develop new 

therapies for nervous system related disorders.   
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Introduction 

One of the fundamental goals in developmental neuroscience is to identify molecular and 

cellular factors that control the generation of various types of neurons and glia within the 

nervous system (Skeath and Thor, 2003). Well-established genetic, molecular and 

developmental techniques have made the simple nervous systems of invertebrates 

attractive models to examine the basic principles of nervous system function and 

formation, many of which are widely shared in vertebrates and invertebrates (Araujo and 

Tear, 2003; Skeath and Thor, 2003). For example, studies on invertebrate model 

organisms such as Drosophila melanogaster have provided great insight into the 

molecular mechanisms controlling nervous system development (Spradling et al., 2006). 

The Drosophila embryonic central nervous system (CNS) consists of a brain and ventral 

nerve cord, which are separated into two bilateral symmetric halves by the CNS midline 

(Thomas et al., 1988). The mature Drosophila CNS midline shares similar functions with 

floorplate cells in vertebrates, a group of cells located at the ventral midline of the neural 

tube. For example, both structures play important roles in the specification of neural and 

glial fates and guide the paths of growing axons (Klambt et al., 1991). At the end of 

embryogenesis, the mature Drosophila CNS midline consists of a small number of 

neurons and glial cells per segment: ~18 midline neurons residing ventrally and 3 midline 

glial cells at the dorsal side (Bossing and Technau, 1994; Wheeler et al., 2006).  Because 

of its simplicity and the available Drosophila genetic toolkit, several aspects of 

Drosophila midline development have been well characterized, including the initial 

specification of midline cells (Klambt et al., 1991; Kasai et al., 1992; Menne and Klambt, 
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1994; Martin-Bermudo et al., 1995; Kasai et al., 1998), signaling pathways involved in 

midline cell fate determination and differentiation (Bossing and Brand, 2006; Wheeler et 

al., 2008), midline glial apoptosis (Jacobs, 2000; Bergmann et al., 2002) and the 

transcriptional regulation of midline genes by Single-minded (Sim) and Tango (Tgo) 

heterodimers (Crews, 1998). Sim and Tgo are basic helix-loop-helix-PAS (bHLH-PAS) 

proteins. PAS proteins are named after the 3 founding members of the family: Period, 

Aryl hydrocarbon nuclear translocator and Sim. More recently, neurogenomic studies of 

the Drosophila midline have identified approximately 300 genes expressed in midline 

cells at sometime during embryogenesis (Kearney et al., 2004).  

 

Specification of the midline anlage during early embryogenesis 

The initial specification of midline cells begins at embryonic stage 5 when two rows of 

mesectodermal cells express sim. The mesectoderm is a single row of cells located in 

between the ectoderm and mesoderm on both sides of blastoderm embryos. At this stage, 

each presumptive segment contains 8 midline cells. During gastrulation (stages 6-8), the 

mesectodermal cells meet at the ventral midline as the mesoderm invaginates. The 

midline cells then undergo a synchronous cell division, resulting in 16 midline precursors 

per segment (8 cells on each side) (Crews et al., 1988; Nambu et al., 1991). The initial 

specification of Drosophila midline cells depends on the mesectodermal expression of 

sim, which acts as a master regulator controlling Drosophila midline development. 

Midline cells fail to develop in sim mutants (Crews et al., 1988; Thomas et al., 1988) and 
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ectopic expression of sim results in transformation of lateral CNS cells into midline cells 

(Nambu et al., 1991).   

 

The initial activation of sim in the mesectoderm is directly controlled by dorsal/ventral 

patterning genes (Kasai et al., 1992). The Drosophila blastoderm embryo is subdivided 

into different domains along the dorsal/ventral axis including dorsal ectoderm and 

amnioserosa, ventral lateral neuroectoderm, mesectoderm, and mesoderm. The Dorsal 

protein acts as a morphogen to specify tissue fates along the dorsal-ventral axis of early 

Drosophila embryos. High levels of Dorsal in ventral nuclei result in the transcriptional 

activation of the twist and snail genes that specify the mesoderm, whereas low levels of 

Dorsal in lateral nuclei activate neuroectoderm-determining genes, and the absence of 

Dorsal in dorsal nuclei allows the expression of genes specifying dorsal fates (Roth et al., 

1989; Leptin and Grunewald, 1990; Jiang et al., 1991; Leptin, 1991). Dorsal and Twist 

activate sim expression in a large ventral domain, while Snail and Suppressor of Hairless 

(Su(H)) repress sim expression in the mesoderm and neuroectoderm, respectively. The 

synergistic interaction of these genes contributes to define the sharp border of sim 

expression, which coincides with the boundary between the mesoderm and 

neuroectoderm. Furthermore, Notch signaling is required for sim expression in the 

mesectoderm at the cellular blastoderm stage (Menne and Klambt, 1994; Martin-

Bermudo et al., 1995). Mutant embryos derived from Notch germ line clones lack most 

of sim expression in the mesectoderm (Menne and Klambt, 1994). Moreover, it appears 

that the intercellular domain on Notch, together with Su(H) bind directly to the sim 
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promoter to activate early sim expression in the mesectoderm (Morel and Schweisguth, 

2000). Thus, a single row of mesectoderm cells in each half of the blastoderm embryo is 

specified by a combination of transcription factors and signaling molecules.  

 

Midline cell fate determination, differentiation and signaling pathways 

During embryonic stage 9-12, the 16 midline precursors undergo cell shape changes, cell 

division, and differentiation to become different midline cells (Wheeler et al., 2008). At 

early stage 10, all precursor cells constitute a monolayer on the ventral midline along the 

anterior-posterior axis. Each of the midline lineages can be defined and distinguished 

from each other (Figs.1.1 and 1.2) by their unique positions and gene expression profiles. 

By stage 10, two populations of midline glia are formed. The midline glia consist of ~6 

anterior midline glia (AMG) that reside in the anterior compartment of each segment and 

4 posterior midline glia (PMG) cells located in the posterior part of each segment. 

Beginning at late stage 10, the midline precursors (MPs) of neurons begin to delaminate, 

migrate and divide to give rise to their neuronal progeny. After the MPs divide, the 

median neuroblast (MNB) delaminates and divides multiple times to generate 5~8 

progeny (Wheeler et al., 2008; Fig. 1.2).  

 

From stage 9 to late stage 10, all midline precursors are arranged as a monolayer on the 

ventral midline, and thus receive the same dorsal/ventral positional information. In early 

embryos, midline cells are the ventral-most cells in the embryo. While dorsal/ventral 

positional information is needed for midline cell specification in general, it does not 
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appear to control cell fate specification of the various midline lineages. Importantly, the 

genes conferring anterior-posterior information in the epidermis likely help to control 

specific cell fates within midline cells (Bossing and Brand, 2006; Fig.1.1). Two segment 

polarity genes, wingless (wg) and hedgehog (hh) separate midline precursors into anterior 

and posterior compartments by the activation of engrailed (en) expression in selected 

midline cells. The en-positive cells develop into ventral unpaired median (VUM) neurons 

and the MNB and its progeny (Bossing and Brand, 2006), whereas the absence of en in 

the anterior compartment allows these precursors to develop into MP1 neurons and 

AMG.  

 

Although both wg and hh are required for midline expression of en, en activation occurs 

in two distinct phases. Early midline en expression begins at the blastoderm stage and 

depends on wg. In wg mutants, en expression in the midline is completely abolished at 

stage 9 and instead, en expression is first initiated at stage 10, and continues until stage 

17 although at a reduced level. In contrast, en expression is normal at stage 9, but absent 

at later stages in hh mutants. Moreover, ectopic expression of hh induces en expression in 

all midline cells beginning at stage 11. The results suggest that wg is essential to activate 

early en expression after midline precursors divide, whereas hh maintains late en 

expression in the midline (Bossing and Brand, 2006).  

 

In addition to activating early sim expression (Menne and Klambt, 1994; Martin-

Bermudo et al., 1995), Notch signaling plays multiple roles in late embryonic midline cell 
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development including neuronal fate decisions and other aspects of neurogenesis and 

gliogenesis (Wheeler et al., 2008). During stage 10-11 of embryogenesis, 16 midline 

precursors in each segment are restricted to different cell lineages (Fig.1.2), including 6 

AMG, 4 PMG, 5 MPs and one MNB. The five MPs are arranged in a defined order, MP1, 

MP3, MP4, MP5, and MP6 along the anterior-posterior axis (Fig.1.2). Then, each MP 

divides once at stage 11, resulting in two MP1 neurons, two MP3 neurons, and six ventral 

unpaired median (VUM) neurons derived from MP4, 5 and 6. The two MP1 neurons 

appear to be identical. The MP3 divides asymmetrically to produce one dopaminergic H-

cell and one glutamatergic H-cell sib. Similarly, the VUM precursors (MP4-6) divide 

once, giving rise to three GABAergic VUM interneurons (iVUM4-6) and three 

glutamatergic/octopaminergic VUM motorneurons (mVUM4-6). The MNB divides ~2-3 

times to generate about eight progeny during embryogenesis.  Notch signaling is needed 

not only for initial cell fate specification, but also for subsequent cell divisions (Wheeler 

et al., 2008). 

 

Lineage analysis indicates that various midline cell fates depend on Notch. First, Notch 

signaling is required for the formation of all midline glia and the maintenance of the 

MNB and its progeny. All the MG and the MNB and its progeny are absent in Delta and 

Notch zygotic mutants (Wheeler et al., 2008; Fig.1.3). When sim-GAL4 was used to 

misexpress a constitutively-active form of Suppressor of Hairless (Su(H).VP16) in all 

midline cells, these embryos showed a 3-fold increase of MG, from 10 cells per segment 
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to 30, and the number of MNB also increased (Wheeler et al, 2008), confirming the role 

of Notch signaling in these cell types.  

 

Next, Notch signaling also promotes MP5, 6 formation and inhibits MP1, 3, 4 formation 

in the following ways. At stage 14, the number of MP1 and MP3 neurons increase about 

5 fold in Delta and Notch mutants, from 2 cells per segment to about 10 cells and the 

number of VUM neurons, both iVUMs and mVUMs, increase about 4 fold, from 3 

mVUMs in each segment to about 12 mVUMs. Midline glia, the H-cell sib, iVUMs, 

MP5-6, and the MNB and its progeny are lost in Delta and Notch mutants (Fig.1.3). The 

results suggest that in the absence of Notch signaling, all of the 16 midline precursors are 

transformed into five MP1s, five MP3s and six MP4s, followed by a single division of 

each MP. 

 

In addition, Notch signaling controls the asymmetric divisions of MP 3-6. MP1 divides 

symmetrically to give rise to two identical MP1 neurons. In Delta, numb and sanpodo 

(spdo) mutant embryos, expression of such MP1 neuronal genes as Lim3 and Pigment-

dispersing factor (Pdf) is unaffected, suggesting that Notch signaling is not important for 

MP1 cell fate determination (Wheeler et al., 2008). In contrast, MP3-6 divide 

asymmetrically to generate different cell types, which is controlled by the interactions of 

Numb, Spdo and Notch signaling. Numb influences cell fates by downregulating both 

Notch and Spdo by sequestering them through endocytosis in certain cells. In other cells 

that lack Numb, Spdo is localized to the cell membrane, where it promotes Notch 
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signaling, likely through a physical association with Notch (Berdnik et al., 2002; 

O'Connor-Giles and Skeath, 2003). In the Drosophila midline, the MP-3 derived H-cell is 

absent in numb mutant embryos but duplicated in spdo mutants. The opposite results are 

observed for the H-cell sib. Thus, Notch controls H-cell versus H-cell sib fates. Similarly, 

mVUMs are absent in numb mutant embryos and expanded in spdo mutants. By contrast, 

iVUMs are expanded in numb mutants and absent in spdo mutants. In conclusion, the H-

cell and mVUMs are numb positive cells, which inhibit Notch signaling and the 

formation of the H-cell and mVUMs are independent of Notch. In contrast, the H-cell sib 

and iVUMs do not express Numb, rather Notch and Spdo are active, and the formation of 

the H-cell sib and iVUMs are dependent on Notch (Wheeler et al., 2008). In this way, 

Numb, Spdo and Notch act together to control asymmetrical divisions of midline cells. 

 

In vertebrates, multiple transcription factors and signaling molecules play critical roles to 

provide positional cues along the rostrocandal and dorsalventral axes of the neural tube. 

Hox family transcription factors are expressed in different domains along the 

rostrocaudal axis to define various neural identities (Jessell, 2000). In contrast, the 

distinct neuronal subtypes along the dorsalventral axis are determined by gradients of 

morphogens. Wnt and BMP signals promote dorsal identities, while Shh signaling 

induces ventral identities (Ulloa and Briscoe, 2007). Notch is also required for cell fate 

determination in the vertebrate CNS. Similar to its roles in the Drosophila midline, Notch 

promotes glial and interneuron identities and inhibits the motorneuron fate in the spinal 

cord of vertebrates (Yoon and Gaiano, 2005; Louvi and Artavanis-Tsakonas, 2006).  
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The genes required for the midline glia differentiation and survival 

Drosophila midline glial cells play important functional roles including axon 

ensheathment and guidance. Determination and differentiation of midline glia depend on 

combinatory signals, such as transcription factors and signaling pathways (Jacobs, 2000).  

 

Notch signaling is required for midline glia formation (Wheeler et al., 2008). In addition, 

several transcription factors are also involved in midline glia development. First, Ttkp69, 

a BTB zinc-finger protein, encoded by tramtrack, acts as a transcriptional repressor for 

midline neuronal differentiation in midline glial precursors (Giesen et al., 1997), whereas 

transcription factors pointed, SoxNeuro and fishhook promote midline glial differentiation 

(Klambt, 1993; Klaes et al., 1994; Soriano and Russell, 1998; Ma et al., 2000). Loss of 

function mutants for these transcription factors shows a reduction of midline glial cells, 

indicating they are required for midline glial differentiation. However, their direct targets 

and the mechanism underlying this process are still largely unknown.  Moreover, Drifter, 

a Drosophila POU-domain transcription factor, is expressed in midline glia, a subset of 

midline neurons and tracheal cells. Mutation analysis suggests that drifter is required for 

midline glial migration (Anderson et al., 1995).  

 

In total, about 10 midline glial cells differentiate in each segment, however, only ~3 

anterior midline glia per segment will survive at the end of embryogenesis, and the 

remaining midline glial cells undergo apoptosis (Stemerdink and Jacobs, 1997). The spitz 
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group genes and Egfr signaling control this process. Activated Egfr signaling is required 

for midline glial survival. Spitz, the TGF-α ortholog in Drosophila, is an active ligand for 

Egfr. Two other spitz group genes, star and rhomboid, are required for release of the 

active form of Spitz at a specific cell surface. In the absence of Egfr signaling, Argos, an 

Egfr inhibitor, is expressed in selected midline glia and directs them toward apoptosis. 

Together, the differentiation and survival signals restrict only three mature midline glial 

cells per segment to enwrap the axon commissures (Scholz et al., 1997). In addition, 

Wrapper, a novel member of the immunoglobulin superfamily, is specifically expressed 

on the surface of midline glia and is required for midline glial survival. In wrapper 

mutant embryos, midline glial cells differentiate and migrate normally. However, they 

fail to ensheathe the axon commissures and undergo apoptosis (Noordermeer et al., 

1998). Recent studies showed that the neuronal transmembrane protein Neurexin IV, 

which is present on the membranes of neurons and commissural axons, physically interact 

with Wrapper (Stork et al., 2009; Wheeler et al., 2009). Therefore, the neuron-glial 

interactions are important for midline cell development and axon guidance.  

 

Control of midline transcription by bHLH-PAS proteins 

sim encodes a bHLH-PAS protein that acts as a master regulator of midline cell 

development. bHLH-PAS proteins comprise a family of structurally conserved 

transcription factors, in which the basic region binds to DNA, and the HLH and PAS 

domains promote protein dimerization (Nambu et al., 1991; Crews, 1998).  
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sim transcription is first detected at the cellular blastoderm stage in the two rows of 

mesectodermal cells, and then persists in midline precursor cells. At late embryonic 

stages, sim expression becomes restricted to midline glia and a subset of midline neurons 

(Crews et al., 1988; Thomas et al., 1988; Nambu et al., 1991).  In sim null mutants, the 

midline precursors stop cell division, and fail to differentiate into midline neurons and 

glia, resulting in fusion of the longitudinal axon bundles and collapse of the axon scaffold 

(Thomas et al., 1988; Nambu et al., 1991). Sim exerts its effects by controlling target 

gene transcription. When sim is turned on, it activates midline genes and represses lateral 

CNS transcription (Nambu et al., 1991).  

  

Sim controls midline transcription by forming heterodimers with Tgo, another bHLH-

PAS transcription factor (Sonnenfeld et al., 1997). Tgo is found in all embryonic cells. 

Without a bHLH-PAS partner protein, Tgo is predominantly found in the cytoplasm. 

However, in the presence of a partner protein, the two proteins dimerize, translocate into 

the nucleus, bind DNA, and activate transcription (Sonnenfeld et al., 1997; Ward et al., 

1998). The Sim::Tgo heterodimer binds to the CNS midline enhancer elements (CME) 

(Ma et al., 2000). Characterization of regulatory regions of several Sim target genes, sim, 

slit, Toll and wrapper, revealed that the CME consists of the sequence ACGTG. Mutation 

of CMEs in regulatory regions for each target gene causes the absence of midline 

expression (Wharton and Crews, 1993; Wharton et al., 1994; Estes et al., 2008). 

Multimerization of a 20 bp fragment containing the CME is sufficient to induce midline 

expression in transgenic flies (Sonnenfeld et al., 1997). 
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Neurogenomic studies of Drosophila midline cells 

Kearney et al. (2004) systematically investigated and documented the developmental 

expression profiles of midline-expressed genes during embryogenesis and established 

comprehensive molecular maps for several key developmental stages.  Of 224 genes 

identified, 64 are expressed in mesectodermal cells (stages 5–8), 162 in midline 

primordia (stages 9–12), 65 in mature midline glia, and 131 in mature midline neurons 

(mature cells span stages 13 to 17). Many genes encode transcription factors and 

signaling pathway components that are likely to be involved in regulating developmental 

and transcriptional events during midline cell development. In the mature set of midline 

neurons and glia, other genes encoding a variety of proteins such as neurotransmitters, 

neurotransmitter biosynthetic enzymes, transporters and receptors were identified, 

suggesting their roles in specific functions of each cell type (Kearney et al., 2004). 

 

Comparative genomic methods based on evolutionary conservation can be used to 

identify the non-coding sequences that may contain binding sites for transcription factors 

and regulate the expression pattern of a gene (Papatsenko et al., 2006; Peterson et al., 

2009). The availability of genome sequences of 12 Drosophila species provides an 

opportunity to identify conserved arrays of binding sites for transcription factors. We 

have identified a conserved region upstream of wrapper sufficient to provide midline 

expression of wrapper reporter genes in Drosophila melanogaster embryos (Estes et al., 

2008;). Mutational analysis demonstrated that elimination of the single CME present 
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within this 70 bp region completely abolished midline expression of the wrapper 

reporter, suggesting wrapper is likely a direct transcriptional target of the Sim::Tgo 

heterodimer.  In addition, other transcription factors appear to also be required for 

wrapper expression, as indicated by the absence of wrapper reporter expression in the 

midline when three other conserved sites within the 70 bp region are mutated. 

Interestingly, a 27 bp region appears to be critical to restrict wrapper reporter expression 

to midline glia and prevent its expression in midline neurons (Estes et al., 2008). 

Together with transgenic and biochemical studies, conserved regulatory motifs identified 

by comparative genomics can provide important clues on how target genes are regulated 

and how gene regulatory networks control cell fate determination and differentiation 

during developmental processes.  

 

Conclusion 

Despite these significant advances in midline gene identification and developmental 

biology, progress in understanding the genetic basis of neurogenesis and gliogenesis in 

the midline is still limited. For example, how functional properties of each midline 

lineage are derived and how factors work together to regulate particular genes at the 

transcriptional level remains unknown. Although the initial determination of midline cells 

appears to be directed by a relatively small number of signaling pathways and 

transcription factors, many additional genes are needed to control the differentiation and 

function of the various midline cell types. The identification and documented expression 

patterns of nearly 300 genes expressed in developing Drosophila midline cells provide a 
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comprehensive molecular map for neurogenomic studies. In addition, comparative 

genomics of Drosophila species and transgene analysis will likely provide a genome-

wide identification of conserved transcription factor binding sites in the enhancer regions 

of downstream target genes. Together, the newly developed genomic tools, in 

combination with the power of Drosophila genetics, will facilitate our understanding of 

the regulatory pathways that direct neurogenesis and gliogenesis.  

 

The fly is a very different animal than a human. However, the molecular mechanisms 

underlying various biological processes are quite similar. It is estimated that over 60% of 

human genes have functional orthologs in the genome of Drosophila (Bernards and 

Hariharan, 2001). Particularly, it has been shown that the basic cellular processes in the 

CNS of human and fly are highly conserved (Bilen and Bonini, 2005; Kretzschmar, 

2005). Studies of the functions of axon guidance molecules in the fly and vertebrate 

midline is a clear example of how studies in flies and vertebrates can work together to 

lead to a better understanding of the development of the nervous system (Garbe and 

Bashaw, 2004). Also, Notch plays multiple important roles in both systems. For instance, 

Notch signaling has multiple regulatory functions in the development of Schwann cells in 

vertebrates, including promoting the generation of Schwann cells from Schwann cell 

precursors, regulating the size of the Schwann cell pool by controlling proliferation and 

demyelinating injured nerves in adults (Woodhoo et al., 2009). Clearly, studies conducted 

in one organism can teach us something about the nervous system development in many 

organisms. 
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The Drosophila midline has served as a valuable model for investigating key players and 

mechanisms that control cell fate decisions and axon pathfinding. Human 

neurodegenerative diseases such as Alzheimer's, Huntington’s, and Parkinson's result in 

the loss of neurons and glia in the CNS. The ability to restore neurons and glia in the 

damaged CNS will be critical to develop novel therapeutics for related disorders. 

Considering the conservation of gene functions across species, our studies could 

contribute to a better understanding of human CNS development and an enhanced rate of 

drug discovery in the long run.  
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Figure 1.1 Overview of Drosophila midline development (modified from Wheeler et 

al., 2008) 

Mesectodermal cells undergo a synchronous cell division at the mesectoderm anlage 

stage (stages 7-8), resulting in 16 midline precursors per segment. (A) Beginning at stage 

9, different segmentation genes become detectable in different subsets of midline 

precursors. The midline cells are then divided into anterior (row A-D) and posterior 

compartments (row E-H) within each segment as indicated by en activation by wg and hh 

in the posterior compartment. (B) During stage 10, the 16 midline precursors undergo cell 

shape changes and differentiate to form various midline cells, including 6 AMG and MP1 

in the anterior compartment and 4 PMG, MP3-6 and MNB in the posterior compartment. 

Which cells in stage 9 give rise to the various lineages in stage 10 are currently unknown. 
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Figure 1.2 The differentiation and molecular markers of midline cell lineages 

(modified from Wheeler et al., 2008) 

During stage 10, 6 AMG, 4 PMG, 5 MPs and one MNB are derived from the 16 midline 

precursors within each segment. At stage 11, each MP divides once to give rise to two 

MP1 neurons, two MP3 (H-cell and H-cell sib), 3 iVUMs and 3 mVUMs. The MNB 

divides multiple times to generate about eight progeny. Midline glial cells are shown in 

oval shapes and wrapper is a specific marker for all midline glia. Midline neurons are 

indicated with circles. Genes used to distinguish various types of midline neurons are 

located within the circles. Odd is a marker for MP1 neurons; Ple is a marker for the H-

cell, and CG13565 is a marker for the H-cell sib. The 3 iVUMs and the MNB and its 

progeny are positive for Engrailed (These two lineages are not distinguished in this 

study). Finally, Tbh is a marker for the 3 mVUMs. 
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Figure 1.3 Schematic diagram of midline cells in each segment in wild type and 

Notch mutant embryos at stage 16.  

At the end of embryogenesis, ~21 midline cells are present in wild type (wt; left) 

embryos. Specific markers for various midline neural and glial lineages were examined in 

Notch (N-; right) mutants. In Notch mutant embryos, the number of MP1 neurons (gray) 

in each segment increases to 10±1.4 (n=13) from 2 cells in wild type. The MP3 neurons 

(pink) consist of one H-cell and H-cell sib in each segment in wild type. In Notch mutant 

embryos, the number of H-cell in each segment increases to 10±0.8 (n=10), while the H-

cell sib is absent.  For VUM neurons, there are 3 iVUMs (purple) and 3 mVUMs (green) 

present in each segment in wild type. The number of mVUMs increases to 10±1.0 (n=19) 

and the iVUMs are absent in Notch mutants. In wild type embryos, the MNB (red) 

divides multiple times to generate about eight progeny neurons during embryogenesis. 

However, the MNB and its progeny are lost in Notch mutants. All midline glia are absent 

in Notch mutants. Schematic lateral views are shown. 
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Introduction 

The CNS consists of many different types of neurons and glia that result from a series of 

complicated developmental processes (Klambt et al., 1991).  One major issue of 

developmental neuroscience is to determine how neurons and glia acquire their unique 

identities. However, the complexity and numerous CNS cell types in vertebrates have 

made it difficult to address this issue. Despite this, our understanding of CNS 

development has advanced a great deal during the past few decades. Invertebrate 

organisms such as Drosophila melanogaster have had a prominent role in the 

identification of key genes and signaling pathways that direct CNS formation (Nichols, 

2006). The Drosophila CNS is relatively simple and powerful genetic tools are available 

to study neurogenesis and gliogenesis in this organism. Mutagenesis screens conducted to 

systematically uncover the genes responsible for CNS development in Drosophila 

embryos (Seeger et al., 1993; Hummel et al., 1999) have identified genes that function 

not only in the fly CNS, but also in the CNS of other organisms, including vertebrates.  

 

In particular, the simplicity of the Drosophila midline, renders it amenable for the 

identification of individual cell types, facilitating the study of CNS formation. Midline 

cells are centrally located within the CNS and bisect the two symmetrical halves of the 

CNS. As the functional analog of the floor plate cells in vertebrates, the Drosophila 

midline comprises a small set of neurons and glial cells: ~ 20-22 neuronal and glial cells 

in each segment by the end of embryogenesis (Nambu et al., 1993; Bossing and Technau, 

1994). Genetic and biochemical studies have identified a number of transcription factors 
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and signaling pathways required for midline specification and cell fate determination 

(Hummel et al., 1997; Crews, 1998; Jacobs, 2000; Morel et al., 2001; Bossing and Brand, 

2006; Wheeler et al., 2008).  

 

The ventral nerve cord in the Drosophila CNS consists of a repeating unit within the 3 

thoracic and 8 abdominal segments that span the length of the embryo along its anterior-

posterior axis. The CNS is modified in the anterior, head segments to form the brain, but 

these will not be discussed here. At the midline primodium stages, each segment contains 

sixteen midline precursors (see Fig.1.1 in Chapter One). During embryonic stages 9-12, 

these midline precursors change shape, divide, delaminate and migrate to specific 

positions within each segment to become various midline cell lineages (Crews, 1998; see 

Fig.1.2 in Chapter One). This is a critical period in midline cell development and a time 

when various lineages can first be distinguished from one another. 

 

A previous genetic screen demonstrated the importance of segmentation genes such as wg 

and hh in midline cell development (Hummel et al., 1999). Subsequently, Bossing et al. 

(2006) demonstrated that the presence or absence of en expression during embryonic 

stages 9-11 partitions midline cells within each segment into anterior and posterior 

compartments and this has a significant impact on their ultimate cell fates. These studies 

indicate that it is the segment polarity genes wg and hh that define the posterior 

compartment by regulating en expression in midline cells. In particular, wg is required for 
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the initiation of en expression at stage 9, whereas hh is required for its maintenance 

during stage 10 and all subsequent embryonic stages (Bossing and Brand, 2006).  

 

Embryonic stage 9 is the first time the midline precursors exhibit the expression of 

different gene sets (Wheeler et al., 2006). At this time, the midline precursor cells divide 

once to form two columns of eight precursor cells (row A to H) in the midline of each 

segment. Row A-D reside in the anterior and row E-H in the posterior compartment. 

Examination of specific genes indicates that odd is expressed in the four anterior-most 

cells within the anterior compartment, whereas runt is expressed in the four posterior-

most cells within the anterior compartment. In the posterior compartment, wg and paired 

(prd) are co-expressed in the four anterior-most cells, whereas hh is expressed in the four 

posterior-most cells (see Fig.1.1 in Chapter One). Ultimately, the cells in the anterior 

compartment will give rise to one neural cell type, the MP1 neurons, and the AMG (see 

Fig.1.1 in Chapter One). Because differentiated MP1 neurons later express odd and the 

AMG express runt, it is likely that the MP1 neurons are derived from the precursor cells 

(row A and B) that express odd and the AMG are from the cells expressing runt (row C 

and D), although this has not been clearly demonstrated to date. Midline precursors in the 

posterior compartment will give rise to all other midline cell types: the VUM motor- and 

interneurons, the H-cell, the H-cell sib, the MNB and its progeny as well as the PMG (see 

Fig.1.2 in Chapter One). Although the specific functions of each gene expressed in the 

various rows of midline precursors at this stage of development remain largely unclear, 

these segmentation genes likely provide positional cues to control midline cell fates.   
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To better understand the molecular mechanisms that control the determination and 

differentiation of various midline cells, we conducted a genetic screen to identify genes 

required for Drosophila midline development during late embryogenesis. The efficacy of 

a genetic screen relies on detectable phenotypic traits. Cellular or tissue specific 

antibodies have been widely used in previous genetic screens to look for mutations 

affecting CNS development. However, this approach has some major drawbacks. First, it 

is very laborious and time consuming. Second, many antibodies are ineffective at late 

embryonic stages when cuticle formation begins. Here, using the sim-GAL4, UAS-GFP 

transgenic line, which labels all midline cells beginning at stage 9, we were able to speed 

up the screening process, as well as examine the midline phenotypes at late embryonic 

stages when the differentiation of midline lineages occur. In total, we have screened 1037 

mutagenized second chromosomes and identified 25 mutations affecting midline 

development. Based on deficiency mapping and a series of complementation tests, 13 

mutations have been mapped to 10 genes with previously identified molecular functions 

(Table 1). The other 3 mutations have been mapped to relatively small regions of the fly 

genome and subsequently all available lethal stocks from the Bloomington Stock Center 

in these regions were tested for their ability to complement our mutations. None of the 

genes tested were responsible for the mutant phenotype suggesting that uncovering the 

genes responsible for the mutant phenotype will likely lead to the identification of novel 

genes that affect CNS development.  
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To understand how the various 10 identified genes affect midline cell development, we 

first classified them into non-midline and midline genes based on their expression 

patterns. Next, we used specific markers of individual midline lineages to characterize the 

midline phenotypes in most of the mutants mapped. The results, described below, 

indicate the screen identified mainly segmentation and neurogenic genes that function in 

multiple pathways during midline cell development. In addition, we identified two genes 

that control lateral CNS development and likely affect midline cell development 

indirectly. 

 

In addition to the characterization of the genes identified in our screen, we also further 

characterized the midline defects for wg and hh mutants. This was done to better 

understand the role of segmentation genes in midline cell development and to place our 

mutations into a developmental context. Previous studies on the role of segmentation 

genes in the midline have not analyzed the affect of wg and hh on the individual midline 

lineages, which we can now do because we have specific molecular markers for each 

lineage (see Fig.1.2 in Chapter One) in our arsenal. We have found that in the posterior 

compartment, wg is only needed for the MP3 lineage (the H-cell and its sib), whereas hh 

is critical for the formation of all the midline lineages including MP3 to MP6 neurons, the 

MNB and its progeny and PMG.  
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Results 

 

A mutagenesis screen for defects in Drosophila midline cells 

To identify genes required for midline cell formation during late embryogenesis, we 

conducted an ethane methylsulfonate (EMS) mutagenesis screen. The screen was 

conducted as a standard recessive F2 screen for mutations on the second chromosome 

using the sim-GAL4, UAS-GFP reporter to follow midline phenotypes (Fig. 2.1). We 

screened for genes located on the second chromosome that affect midline cell 

development because the reporter is also located on this chromosome and can most easily 

be followed together with the EMS generated mutants in subsequent crosses. First, we 

fed sim-GAL4, UAS-GFP homozygous males with 25 mM EMS, a concentration 

designed to generate ~2-3 lethal mutations per chromosome. Next, the mutagenized 

males were mated to yw; L2/CyO, Kruppel (Kr)-GFP females en mass (Fig.2.1). 

Individual F1 males were crossed to the same female stock used in the F0 generation, 

allowing the establishment of F2 stocks, each of which carries a unique mutagenized 

second chromosome and a dominantly marked CyO balancer chromosome. We 

established 1037 F2 lines carrying lethal mutations on the second chromosome indicated 

by the absence of non-CyO F3 progeny. Embryos from each F2 cross were collected and 

examined for defects in sim-GAL4, UAS-GFP fluorescence. Of the GFP-positive 

embryos produced from the cross, one quarter were expected to be homozygous for the 

lethal mutations. Mutations that caused defects in midline cell development as indicated 
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by an abnormal sim-GAL4, UAS-GFP expression pattern, were isolated and then mapped 

within the genome.  

 

Identification of 10 genes required for Drosophila midline development  

Of the 1037 lethal lines we screened, 25 mutant lines showed midline defects based on 

the sim-GAL4, UAS-GFP reporter. Of these, four mutant lines were discarded because the 

mutant phenotypes became less penetrant after multiple generations. These mutations 

could be located on the first, third or fourth chromosomes and may have segregated away 

from the second chromosomes we selected. The remaining lines were initially mapped 

with the deficiency kit obtained from the Bloomington Stock Center. If a deficiency 

uncovered a mutation responsible for the midline phenotype, additional overlapping 

deficiencies or smaller deficiencies within the deficiency region were tested to narrow 

down the candidate region. Next, on the basis of these findings, available mutant stocks 

for individual genes within each region of interest were obtained for complementation 

tests for both lethality and phenotype. Using this approach, 13 mutations responsible for 

the mutant phenotypes have been mapped to individual genes (Table 1).  Due to the 

limited resolution of deficiency mapping and the possibility of additional mutations 

present on the second chromosome before isogenization, the candidate regions for the 

other 5 mutant lines have not been mapped. Importantly, we identified three novel 

mutants, which have been mapped to chromosomal bands 49F1-10 (mutant line #174), 

55A1-B7 (mutant line #128), and 59D5-10 (mutant line #62), respectively. For these 

mutant lines, complementation tests failed to identify any known genes in these regions, 
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suggesting the mutations occur in novel genes that affect midline development. Next, we 

classified the 13 identified genes based on their expression patterns as midline or non-

midline genes and examined their effects on midline cell development in more detail. The 

phenotypes of each of the identified mutations in these 13 genes are discussed below. 

 

Midline genes 

Of the mutants mapped from our screen, 8 genes were classified as midline genes based 

on their expression patterns. The midline genes isolated in the genetic screen include 

mastermind (mam), slit (sli), daughterless (da), and a few segmentation genes such as 

odd-skipped (odd), even-skipped (eve), paired (prd), Kruppel (Kr) and patched (ptc). 

These genes, with the exception of da, were also identified in previous gene expression 

profiling studies of the Drosophila midline cells (Kearney et al., 2004; Wheeler et al., 

2006, see column 3 in Table 1).  

 

slit (sli)  

The mutant line #44 failed to complement Df(2R)Jp1, but did complement Df(2R)BSC11, 

Df(2R)Jp7 and Df(2R)l4. Based on its striking midline phenotype and its chromosomal 

location, we tested the sli null allele sli2. Its failure to complement indicates the mutation 

is an allele of sli. Slit is strongly expressed in all midline primodium cells during germ 

band extension and then restricted to midline glia in the mature midline (Rothberg et al., 

1990). As an axon repellent, Slit is secreted by midline glia to prevent axons from 

crossing or re-crossing the midline through interactions with its receptor Robo on lateral 
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axons (Battye et al., 1999; Brose et al., 1999). Null alleles of sli show a characteristic 

collapse of the CNS axon scaffold and the midline cells become displaced and 

disorganized. Midline cell fate appears normal in sli mutants, suggesting that sli primarily 

controls axon guidance, and the later displacement of midline cells is likely to be a 

secondary phenotype (Kidd et al., 1999). A similar midline collapse of the CNS axon 

scaffold is displayed in sim mutants, possibly due to the absence of sli (Klambt et al., 

1991; Kidd et al., 1999).  

 

The allele of sli isolated from our screen exhibits CNS phenotypes identical to those 

previously described. From stage 12 onward, the sim-GAL4, UAS-GFP positive cells 

became displaced ventrally (Fig.2.2E), and the two sides of the CNS axon scaffold are 

fused together (Fig.2.2F). Importantly, the identification of sli in our screen validated it 

as a means to identify genes that affect midline cell development.  

 

daughterless (da) 

The mutant line #352 failed to complement Df(2L)J2, but did complement Df(2L)BSC50, 

Df(2L)BSC50, Df(2L)Exel8026 and Df(2L)J1, which narrowed down the candidate region 

to 31D. We tested the da allele, da10, which failed to complement our mutation. da was 

first identified based on its role in sex determination. Homozygous da mothers only 

produce males due to the failure of activation of Sex lethal (Cronmiller and Cline, 1987) 

and da encodes a basic helix-loop-helix (bHLH) transcription factor. Based on their 

expression patterns, bHLH transcription factors present in Drosophila embryos can be 
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placed into two classes. Class I members, such as da, are ubiquitously expressed and are 

general cofactors for class II, which are expressed in a tissue-restricted manner (Murre et 

al., 1989).  

 

In Drosophila embryos, Da and Achaete-Scute (Da::Ac) form a heterodimer to activate 

sim expression in the ventral region of the embryo (Wharton and Crews, 1993). However, 

in our da mutants, the midline GFP was still largely present at stage 13 (Fig.2.3B), but 

significantly reduced by stage 16 (Fig.2.3D). The results imply that early sim expression 

depends on maternal da, while zygotic da might account for late midline development. 

Alternatively, our allele may be hypomorphic and still functional at early stages. Further 

characterization of additional null alleles and germline clonal analysis of da will help 

answer these questions.  

  

Segmentation genes expressed in the midline 

Genes required for segmentation patterning in Drosophila embryos are gap, pair-rule and 

segment polarity genes. Maternal genes, such as bicoid and nanos, regulate the precise 

expression patterns of the gap genes, which are critical to subdivide the early embryo into 

broad regions along the anterior-posterior axis. Mutations in gap genes result in a loss of 

contiguous segments, creating a gap in the normal body plan (Nusslein-Volhard and 

Wieschaus, 1980; Preiss et al., 1985).  Under the control of gap genes, pair rule genes are 

expressed in seven symmetric stripes. As a consequence, mutations in pair rule genes 

cause pattern deletions affecting alternate segments, leaving the embryo with only half as 
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many segments as the wild type. In addition, segment polarity genes are responsible for 

the anterior-posterior patterning of each individual segment. Thus, only part of each 

segment is deleted and replaced with a mirror duplication of the remaining part in 

mutants of segment polarity genes (Peel et al., 2005). In addition to their primary 

functions during embryonic patterning, segmentation genes also play separate and 

distinct roles in CNS development (Skeath and Thor, 2003).  

 

As described above, midline precursors exhibit no obvious neural/glial identities because 

they have not yet differentiated at the beginning of the midline primodium stages (early 

stage 9) (Kearney et al., 2004). Many segmentation genes are expressed in different pairs 

of midline precursors and may confer anterior-posterior information to control midline 

cell fates (Bossing and Brand, 2006). We identified a few segmentation genes in our 

screen: odd, eve, prd, Kr and ptc, and examined their roles in midline development. 

 

Kruppel (Kr) 

The mutant line #454 was initially mapped to the Kruppel (Kr) deficiency Df(2R)Kr10, 

and then tested with the allele, Kr2. Kr encodes a zinc finger protein with four tandomly 

repeated zinc finger domains and is required for the development of thoracic and anterior 

abdominal segments (Preiss et al., 1985; Schuh et al., 1986). Kr is also expressed in most 

neuroblasts and mutant analysis suggests that the correct fate specification of subsets of 

neural and glial cells require the expression of Kr in the developing lateral CNS (Romani 

et al., 1996). At the midline primodium stage, Kr is detected in a subset of as yet 
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unidentified midline precursors (Romani et al., 1996; Kearney et al., 2004), however, the 

function of Kr in midline cell development is still unclear.  

 

Our results indicated that the midline cells appeared reduced and disorganized in Kr 

mutants at stage 13 (Fig.2.4F). Moreover, the GFP provided by the sim-GAL4, UAS-GFP 

reporter is largely co-localized with Wrapper (Fig.2.4D), suggesting that the cells present 

in Kr mutants are mainly midline glial cells. Thus, our preliminary analysis suggests that 

the formation of midline neurons, but not glia, requires Kr expression. Additional midline 

neuronal markers are needed to confirm this, to determine which neurons are affected in 

Kr mutants and to determine which midline precursors express Kr. 

 
 
odd-skipped (odd), even-skipped (eve) and paired (prd) 

Mutations in three pair-rule genes were isolated in our genetic screen: odd-skipped (odd), 

even-skipped (eve) and paired (prd) which all encode transcription factors. Mutations of 

pair-rule genes cause the loss of alternating segments of the epidermis (Coulter et al., 

1990). To understand their possible roles in midline development, we focused on their 

midline expression patterns. Each of these genes has a unique expression pattern within 

the 16-midline cells found in stage 9 embryos. odd is detected in the two anterior-most 

pairs of midline precursors (row A and B); and prd is expressed in row E and F. The row 

G cells express eve, but only in alternating segments (Wheeler et al., 2006; see Fig.1.1 in 

Chapter One).   
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Mutation line #363 was first mapped to Df(2L)drm-P2 which contains the region from 

23F3-4 to 24A1-2. Our mutation failed to complement the allele odd5, identifying this 

gene as responsible for the mutant phenotype. odd encodes a zinc-finger transcription 

factor containing four Cys-Cys/His-His zinc finger repeats in its C-terminal region 

(Coulter et al., 1990). In accordance with its pair-rule function, midline reporter GFP is 

lost in alternate segments in odd mutants (Fig.2.5B). Additional midline markers are 

needed to determine the midline phenotypes for each cell type in odd mutants.  

 

Mutant line #143 was first mapped to Df(2R)X1, then narrowed down to the eve 

deficiency Df(2R)eve, and finally confirmed as an allele of eve based on its failure to 

complement eve3. At the blastoderm stage, eve is expressed in seven odd-numbered 

parasegments and within the RP2 CNS cell lineage (Frasch et al., 1987). eve encodes a 

homeobox transcription factor important in controlling segmentation patterning of 

Drosophila embryos as well as the development of the RP2 neuronal cell lineage within 

the Drosophila CNS (Broadus et al., 1995).  

 

In our eve mutants, midline GFP expression is largely absent in the abdominal region of 

the late embryo, which may be due to the loss of this region of the embryo and not due to 

a specific role in the CNS (Fig.2.5D). Because each segment has the same population of 

midline cells at a given stage and eve is only expressed in row G midline cells at stage 9 

in alternate segments, it is presently unclear how eve is affecting midline cells. Additional 

experiments are required to determine its role in midline cell development. 
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Another one of the mutant lines, #193, mapped to the prd locus. This line failed to 

complement Df(2L)Prl, Df(2L)esc-P3-0 and Df(2L)ED775, but did complement 

Df(2L)Exel6033. The allele prd8 was selected and tested for its ability to complement our 

mutation and the results confirm the mutation is an allele of prd. The prd gene is a 

secondary pair-rule gene, regulated by a combination of maternal factors, gap genes and 

other primary pair rule genes. The Prd protein contains two independent DNA binding 

domains: a paired domain and a homeodomain and prd mutants show a deletion of 

alternate segments (Bopp et al., 1986).  

 

Analysis of the sim-Gal4, UAS-GFP reporter in our prd mutant line, indicate about half 

the number of segments are present (Fig. 6F). Because prd is expressed in rows E and F 

at stage 9 (see Figure 1 in Chapter One), it is likely involved in midline cell formation in 

the posterior compartment. en expression functions to divide midline cells into anterior 

and posterior compartments within each segment and the majority of midline cells in the 

posterior compartment are En positive. To determine if prd acts upstream of en in the 

midline, we examined en expression in the CNS midline of prd mutants. In wild type, 

about 11 midline cells express En: 4 PMG, 3 iVUM, ~4 MNB and its progeny. In 

contrast, the number of En positive cells is reduced to about ~5-6 per segment (Fig.2.6D) 

in prd mutants, indicating that prd is important for midline cell development in the 

posterior compartment.  However exactly which neuronal lineages are missing has not 

yet been determined. prd mutants also show a significant increase of midline glia (Fig. 
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2.6K). Therefore, prd mutations cause at least a partial deletion of the posterior 

compartment and expansion of the anterior compartment which suggests prd may 

activate genes necessary for the differentiation of cell lineages derived from the posterior 

compartment of each segment. 

 

patched (ptc), winglessg (wg) and hedgehog (hh) 

In the epidermis, segment polarity genes are expressed sequentially after pair-rule genes 

to define anterior and posterior polarity of each segment, and as mentioned above, a 

number of segment polarity genes determine the fates of midline cell lineages by 

separating the midline in each segment into anterior and posterior compartments 

(Hummel et al., 1999; Bossing and Brand, 2006). Not surprisingly, we identified a ptc 

allele from line #374 in our genetic screen. The mutation failed to complement the 

deficiencies Df(2R)H3C1, Df(2R)H3E1 and Df(2R)Exel7098, which places the mutation 

in a small region between chromosomal bands 44D5 to 44D8. ptc is located within these 

deficiency regions and stood out as a good candidate. The allele ptc9 did not complement 

the mutation isolated in our screen.  ptc encodes a seven transmembrane protein, which is 

primarily involved in the Hedgehog signaling pathway (Hooper and Scott, 1989). Both 

Patched and Smoothened are transmembrane receptors for Hedgehog, and, the release of 

Smoothened from Patched at the cell membrane is required to activate downstream Hh 

signaling. Without Hedgehog binding to Patched, Smoothened activity is blocked by 

Patched mediated inhibition. Thus, Patched is a repressor of the Hedgehog pathway 

(Taipale et al., 2002). In the posterior compartment, wg is expressed in rows E and F and 
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hh in rows G and H of the posterior compartment (see Fig.1.1 in Chapter One). Both 

genes are critical to define the anterior- and posterior compartments in each segment by 

activating en expression in the posterior compartment: wg is needed at stage 9 and hh 

after stage 9. ptc is expressed in at least some of the midline cells (rows A and B, 

possibly C and D) located in the anterior compartment of each segment during embryonic 

stage 9 (Bossing and Brand, 2006). 

 

In ptc mutants, midline glial cells were absent as assessed by Wrapper staining (Fig. 

2.7E). Our results suggest that Hedgehog signaling through ptc is needed for AMG 

development. The number of en positive neurons, including the iVUMs and the MNB 

and its progeny within the posterior compartment, was unaffected in ptc mutants (Fig. 

2.7K). Together, the results suggest ptc is required for the formation of midline glial cells 

in the anterior compartment, but likely not needed for the development of VUM neurons, 

the MNB and its progeny in the posterior compartment. Thus, it seems that the formation 

of AMG in the anterior compartment requires the repression of hh by ptc, which in turn, 

downregulates en.  

 

Next, we compared the results of our ptc mutants described above to previous results 

obtained by Bossing et al. (2006) who characterized the roles of wg and hh in midline cell 

fate determination. To do this, we examined midline phenotypes in wg and hh mutants. 

First, to examine midline glia, we stained wg and hh mutants with an antibody against 

Wrapper. The results show a dramatic increase in the number of midline glia in both wg 
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and hh mutants (Fig.2.8D and G). The increased midline glial cells in the mutants may be 

due to a loss of the posterior compartment simultaneous with a duplication of cells in the 

anterior compartment because it is known that both genes are required to specify the 

posterior compartment, To examine the development of midline neurons, we examined 

en expression. The midline expression of en is still present and largely normal in wg 

mutants, but absent in hh mutants, confirming previous reports (Hummel et al., 1999). 

Thus, it seems that the determination of midline neurons such as iVUMs and the MNB 

and its progeny in the posterior compartment relies on hh, but not wg.  

 

To examine the other midline lineages in hh and wg mutants, we used markers for the 

mVUMs and a daughter of the MP3 lineage: the H-cell. Expression of a specific marker 

for mVUMs, Tyramine β hydroxylase (Tbh) is largely absent in hh mutants (Fig.2.8L) 

but appears normal in wg mutants (Fig.2.8K). In contrast, Pale (Ple) a marker for the H-

cell daughter of MP3 neurons is not detected in either wg nor hh mutants (Fig.2.8F and I), 

indicating both genes are required for determination of the H-cell.  

 

Overall, the results suggest hh and wg play different roles in determinating midline cell 

fates. Although both genes are required for en expression in the midline and define the 

posterior compartment, wg is only essential for the eventual development of the MP3 

neurons, whereas hh is needed by all midline cells in the posterior compartment, 

including neurons derived from MP3, MP4, MP5, MP6 and the PMG. These signaling 

molecules appear to provide positional cues that lead to the differentiation of unique 
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lineages within the CNS midline. Many segmentation genes are expressed in various 

subsets of midline precursors at similar stages with wg and hh; however, their specific 

functions are largely unknown. Here, we provide the first evidence that wg and hh have 

distinct roles in particular midline lineages. Further lineage analysis for other genes will 

help our comprehensive understanding of how each type of midline cell is specified and 

determined.  

 

mastermind (mam) 

One mutant lines (#199) failed to complement Df(2R)CX1 and Df(2R)BSC18, which put 

the mutation in region 50D1-D2 of chromosome 2. The mutation was confirmed as an 

allele of mam by failure to complement mam8. mam encodes a glutamine-rich nuclear 

protein that is an integral component of the Notch/Su(H) complex (Smoller et al., 1990; 

Wu et al., 2000; Lai, 2004). Previous studies on the role of mam in CNS development in 

flies indicate all mam alleles exhibit some degree of neural hypertrophy, a typical 

phenotype for Notch signaling pathway mutations (Bettler et al., 1991; Bettler et al., 

1996). Transcription of mam is detected in all nuclei at the syncytial and cellular 

blastoderm stage, and all midline precursors at the primodium stages (Bettler et al., 1996; 

Schmid et al., 1996). Comparison of Notch and mam mutants indicates that mam 

participates in the Notch pathway to direct the formation of midline neurons and the 

PMG. However, the initial development of the AMG appears normal in mam mutants, in 

contrast to the total absence of midline glia in Notch mutants, suggesting that Notch 
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might have mam-independent function during AMG development (Zhang et al. 

unpublished). These results are described in detail in Chapter Three. 

 

Non-midline genes 

Genes such as seq and glial cell missing (gcm) are not expressed in midline cells, yet, 

both genes play critical roles in Drosophila nervous system development. These two 

genes likely affect midline cell development indirectly.  

 

sequoia (seq) 

Mutant line #223 failed to complement deficiencies Df(2R)CX1 and Df(2R)Exel8057. seq 

is uncovered by both of these deficiencies and was selected as a candidate gene. The 

seqvr5-48 allele failed to complement both the midline phenotypes and the lethality of our 

mutant line #223, suggesting it is an allele of seq. The seq gene was originally identified 

in a screen for mutations that affect dendrite morphogenesis and seq is expressed in the 

procephalic neurogenic head region, as well as neuroblasts and their progenitors 

throughout the Drosophila nervous system (Brenman et al., 2001). seq encodes a zinc 

finger transcription factor and is universally required for neuron morphogenesis, dendrite 

arborization, length of neurites, and axon guidance in the Drosophila CNS and PNS. A 

recent study showed that seq directs the fate of various cell lineages in external sensory 

organs (Andrews et al., 2009) and microarray studies indicate that seq regulates several 

genes involved in axon guidance including frazzled, roundabout 2, and longitudinals 

lacking (Brenman et al., 2001).  
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The role of seq in regulating these axon guidance molecules could impact midline cell 

development. In agreement with this, phenotypic characterization of our seq allele 

indicates that the longitudinal and commissural axon tracts in the Drosophila CNS are 

broken in these mutants (Fig.2.9F).  In addition, the midline cells are disorganized and 

tightly clumped together in seq mutant embryos (Fig.2.9E). Our results indicate that seq 

is not expressed in midline cells (data not shown), and therefore, the midline phenotypes 

are likely due to defects in interactions between axons of lateral CNS neurons and 

midline cells. The molecules responsible are currently unknown and we have not 

investigated the function of these genes in the midline any further. 

 

glial cells missing (gcm) 

Another one of our mutants, line #170 failed to complement multiple deficiencies 

including Df(2L)N22-14, Df(2L)TE30Cb-1, Df(2L)N22-3, Df(2L)ED678 and 

Df(2L)Exel7042. All of these deficiences uncover the gene gcm, and our mutant line #170 

failed to complement a null allele, gcm∆P1. In the Drosophila nervous system, the 

development of all glial cells except midline glia require the transcriptional factor gcm, 

which acts as a genetic switch for glial cell fate determination (Hosoya et al., 1995; Jones 

et al., 1995). Consistent with its functions, gcm is expressed in all glial cells except 

midline glia. In gcm mutants, glial cells are transformed into neurons, whereas ectopic 

expression of gcm changes neuronal identity to glial cells (Hosoya et al., 1995; Jones et 

al., 1995; Vincent et al., 1996). At late embryonic stages, gcm mutant embryos exhibit 
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severe CNS defects, such as missing longitudinal and commissural axon tracts and excess 

neuronal death (Hosoya et al., 1995; Jones et al., 1995). Moreover, when lateral glial cells 

are lost in gcm mutants, axons misroute across the midline. It also has been shown that 

midline cells are involved in the division and survival of lateral glial cells (Kim et al., 

2007). Analysis of our mutant line indicated that the axon scaffold had many breaks and 

the midline cells were disorganized in gcm mutant embryos (Fig.2.10H and I). The results 

suggest that lateral glial cells can impact midline development and structure. Further 

studies are required to determine the molecular mechanisms of this interaction  between 

midline and lateral glia.  

 

Novel mutants 

Three mutant lines (#62, #128, #174) have been mapped to relatively small regions, but 

not to a particular gene. Line #62 failed to complement Df(2R)vir130, but did 

complement Df(2R)or-BR6, Df(2R)59AD and Df(2R)3-70. Thus, the mutation can be 

narrowed down to the region located between 59D5-59D10. The available lethal stocks 

within the region were selected for complementation tests.  One P-element insertion line 

P{lacW}l(2)k10411[k10411] failed to complement the lethality. The flanking sequence of 

the P-element insertion was recovered by inverse PCR and sequenced to determine the 

insertion position (Model System Genetics, Duke University). The P-element had 

inserted into a predicted gene, CG30410, which is intron-less, 970bp in length, and 

encodes a protein similar to a ribose-5-phosphate isomerase. However, 

P{lacW}l(2)k10411[k10411] did complement the midline phenotype of line #62, 
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suggesting CG30410 may not be the gene responsible for the mutant phenotype. 

Furthermore, no point mutations were identified within the sequenced genomic region 

that spans the CG30410 locus, and in situ hybridization analysis using a probe directed to 

this gene did not detect expression in wild type embryos. This mutation was isolated 

during the first mutagenesis round, prior to isogenizing the flies used for mutagenesis. 

Therefore, taken together, the data suggest the mutant phenotype in line #62 may be 

caused by additional mutations, outside the region mapped. If this is the case, it will be 

very difficult to find the gene responsible for the midline phenotype. 

 

Mutant line #128 failed to complement Df(2R)PC4 and Df(2R)ED3610, but did 

complement Df(2R)14H10W-35 and Df(2R)Exel6067,  placing the mutation in the region 

between 55B5 and 55C7. Available lethal stocks within the candidate region were used 

for complementation tests and all complemented the mutation. Therefore, the gene 

responsible has not yet been identified. 

 

For line #174, failure to complement Df(2R)Exel8057 and Df(2R)CX1 narrowed down the 

mutation to chromosomal region 49F1-49F10. Multiple lethal stocks within this region 

were selected for complementation tests. All of these stocks complemented the lethality 

and phenotypes of line #174, indicating the mutation responsible for the phenotypes must 

be located within an unknown gene/locus within this region. In summary, the mapping 

data and complementation tests indicate the above three mutant lines may identify novel 
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genes that affect midline development. Further studies are needed to identify the genes 

responsible. 

 

Discussion 

 

To identify additional genes involved in Drosophila midline development, we conducted 

a genetic screen using a sensitive midline GFP reporter, which allowed us to screen all 

midline cells at a wide range of developmental stages, particularly the late embryonic 

stages that are difficult to visualize with immunostaining. In total, we screened over 1000 

mutagenized second chromosomes bearing lethal mutations and identified 25 mutant 

lines affecting midline development. We first mapped the lethal mutations into small 

chromosomal regions using the deficiency mapping approach and then tested mutant 

stocks for specific genes inside the candidate region to see which one was responsible for 

the mutant phenotypes. We have identified 10 genes that are required for Drosophila 

midline cell development (Table 1). In addition, three mutant lines likely identify novel 

mutations affecting midline development.    

 

Previous transcriptional profiling experiments facilitated the experiments described here 

in at least two ways: 1) they led to the identification of molecular markers that can be 

used to identify each unique midline lineage during embryogenesis and 2) they provided 

information on the expression pattern of genes identified in our screen. After identifying 
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the genes responsible for each mutant phenotype, we could compare the results with the 

expression of the identified genes (see Table 1). 

 

Midline genes 

Our genetic screen was validated by the identification of genes previously known to be 

involved in midline cell development. For example, Sli is an axon repellent produced by 

midline glia and mutations in sli cause an easily scored midline phenotype. The 

identification of such genes known to function in midline development indicates the 

utility of our screen.  

 

In addition, we isolated an allele for mam, which encodes a coactivator of the canonical 

Notch pathway. Our mutant analysis demonstrated for the first time that, while mam 

functions in the canonical Notch pathway to regulate differentiation of midline neurons 

and PMG, the Notch pathway may have a mam-independent function during AMG 

development (see Chapter Three).  

 

Another important class of genes identified in the screen is the segmentation genes which 

include a gap gene, Kr, a segment polarity gene, ptc, and the pair-rule genes odd, eve and 

prd. The Kr gene is expressed in a subset of midline primordial cells (Kearney et al., 

2004) and is involved in the formation of midline neurons as indicated by the reduction 

of midline neurons in Kr mutants. If odd is directly involved in determination of midline 

cell fates remains unclear. Detailed analysis of midline lineages in odd mutants will be 
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needed to address this issue. Importantly, characterization of prd mutants suggests prd is 

necessary for midline cell determination in the posterior compartment. Together with 

previous studies (Bossing and Brand, 2006), our results indicate wg and hh are required 

to define the posterior compartment of the midline cells. In addition, the determination of 

midline cells in the anterior compartment depends on ptc, the repressive receptor of 

Hedgehog. wg is required for the early activation of en, which is only essential for the 

formation of MP3 neurons in the posterior compartment. However, unlike wg, hh is 

required for late en expression in the midline and indispensable for all the midline cells in 

the posterior compartment. These experiments are preliminary and many more 

experiments are needed to determine the specific roles of these genes in each midline cell 

lineage. 

 

Non-midline genes 

Drosophila midline cells are important for the construction of the CNS during embryonic 

development. They provide signals for axon guidance and commissure formation (Seeger 

et al., 1993), and both midline neuronal and glial cells are required for differentiation of 

lateral CNS cells (Menne et al., 1997). Likewise, the lateral CNS is also essential for 

normal midline cell development (Kinrade and Hidalgo, 2004; Kim et al., 2007). Non-

midline genes such as seq and gcm play important roles in nervous system development. 

Mutant embryos of seq and gcm show broad and dramatic defects in the CNS structure 

including disruptions in the axon scaffold, longitudinal connectives and lateral neurons 

and glia (Hosoya et al., 1995; Jones et al., 1995; Vincent et al., 1996; Brenman et al., 
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2001). Normally, axons cross the midline and form commissures, and as they do, they 

directly interact with Wrapper on midline glia through the Neurexin IV receptor 

expressed on their surface. Simultaneously, they provide trophic factors such as Spitz for 

midline glial survival (Bergmann et al., 2002; Stork et al., 2009; Wheeler et al., 2009). As 

a consequence, midline cells do not develop normally in these mutants, likely due to the 

disruption of axon-glial interactions. Identification of the signaling molecules regulated 

by seq and gcm and expressed by lateral CNS neurons and glia that affect midline cell 

development awaits further experimentation.  Overall, interactions between midline cells 

and lateral CNS are important for the proper development of the Drosophila midline.  

 

Novel mutants 

We have mapped 3 mutations into small deficiency regions and tested the available 

mutant stocks within the selected regions. However, all known stocks complement the 

mutant phenotypes and/or lethality, suggesting that an unknown or novel mutation in the 

selected region is responsible for the mutant phenotype for these 3 mutant lines. Further 

mapping, such as generation of smaller deficiencies, is needed to identify the candidate 

genes. For mutations generated using the isogenized line, the mutation can be limited to a 

relatively small region of the genome and then simply sequenced. In addition to these 

lines, we were unable to map an additional 5 mutant lines that showed defects in midline 

GFP. This may be due to the limited coverage of the deficiency kit for the second 

chromosome. An alternative mapping strategy such as recombinant mapping could be 

used to map these mutations.  
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Expanding the screen 

Drosophila melanogaster has been a classical model for forward genetic screens based on 

the ease with which new mutations can be efficiently generated, recovered, and 

identified. Here, we carried out a screen to identify genes required for midline 

development and have generated over 1000 lethal mutant lines for genes on the second 

chromosome. At the dosage of 25 mM EMS, on average about ~2-3 lethal mutations 

were expected per chromosome. Thus, we have screened around 2000~3000 genes, 

located on the second chromosome, which are indispensable for embryogenesis and 

larval stages. The GFP marker used in the screen is an excellent tool for following 

midline cell development. The screen has been validated by the identification of 

previously known midline genes such as sli and da. Although a small number of 

transcription factors and signaling pathways play key roles in midline cell fate 

specification and determination, it seems that many additional genes are needed to 

control the differentiation of various midline lineages. Genomic studies have been 

conducted to systematically investigate and document the expression profiles of nearly 

300-midline gene during embryogenesis (Kearney et al., 2004). The ease of performing a 

genetic screen and the available tools for genetic mapping makes it ideal to expand the 

screen to the X and third chromosomes to identify and characterize additional factors that 

control midline cell development.  
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Materials and Methods 

 

Drosophila strains 

The Drosophila strain used in the genetic screen was a wild type line homozygous for 

sim-GAL4 (Xiao et al., 1996) and UAS-GFP on the second chromosome that labels all 

Drosophila midline cells. Two rounds of genetic screens were carried out. The sim-

GAL4, UAS-GFP homozygous line was not isogenized in the first round, but isogenized 

in the second round using the yw67 strain. The deficiency kit DK2, small deficiencies and 

individual mutant stocks were obtained from the Bloomington Stock Center. The lethal 

stocks used for complementation tests for mutant line #128 include staufen 

P{ry11}stau[ry9], PBac{WH}elk[f00820], PBac{3HPy[+]}C066 and P{EPgy2} 

EY05066. The following lethal stocks were used for complementation tests for mutant 

line #174: seqvr5-48, P{EP}Cap-G[EP2346], P{wHy}CG34439[DG04101], P{SUPor-

P}TppII[KG03294], P{lacW}Nrk[k14301], PBac{PB}CG34439[c00093], P{SUPor-

P}KG01231, P{PZ}Aats-val[03531], P{lacW}Aats-val[k14804] and P{SUPor-

P}Fsn[KG08128].  

 

Isolation of EMS-generated mutants 

To screen for mutations on the second chromosome, males were fed 25 mM EMS 

(Sigma, St. Louis) for 20 hours after starving them for 8 hours at room temperature. 

Mutagenized w; sim-GAL4, UAS-GFP males were first mated to yw; L2/CyO, Kruppel 

(Kr)-GFP females en mass. Single F1 male progeny were then backcrossed to three yw; 
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L2/CyO, Kr-GFP females in a single vial. F2 siblings of the genotype yw67; sim-GAL4, 

UAS-GFP/CyO, Kr-GFP were mated and the absence of non-CyO F3 progeny indicated a 

line bearing a lethal second chromosome mutation. To visually screen lines bearing lethal 

mutations on the second chromosome, about ten females were mated to ten males in a 

cup covered by a grape juice/agar plate with a dab of yeast paste. Embryos were collected 

every 12 hours and then aged for 8 hours at room temperature. After collection, the 

embryos were dechorionated with 50% bleach and put back on the grape/juice plate. The 

dechorionated embryos on the grape/juice plate were screened for midline defects by a 

Zeiss Axioskop II fluorescent microscope. The mutant embryos were selected and 

examined by their absence of Kr-GFP fluorescence. For each line, 40-50 late stage 

embryos were examined for mutant phenotypes.  

 

Mapping 

The deficiency kit DK2 from the Bloomington Stock Center covering more than 94.8% 

of the second chromosome was used for the initial mapping. We crossed each line in the 

deficiency kit DK2 to each lethal line. Approximately 40-50 progeny for each cross were 

examined and scored for lethality. After initial mapping, available smaller deficiencies 

and mutant stocks for individual genes within this deficiency region were used to further 

narrow down the candidate region/genes.  
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Embryo collection and fixation 

Flies were placed in cups and covered with grape juice agar plates at room temperature. 

Embryos corresponding to the stage 9-17 were collected and then dechorionated with 

50% bleach for 2 min. Dechorionated embryos were fixed at the interface of heptane and 

4% formaldehyde/1X PBS for 30 min. The fixed embryos were immersed in a 1:1 

mixture of methanol and heptane, and vigorously shaken for 1 min to remove their 

vitelline membranes. Embryos were then collected from the bottom of the vial, hydrated 

with 100% methanol by 3X 5 min washes, and stored at − 20°C.  

 

Immunostaining and in situ hybridization 

Immunostaining and in situ hybridization of whole-mount embryos were performed as 

previously described (Patel et al., 1987; Kearney et al., 2004). The primary antibodies 

used were: rabbit anti-GFP (Molecular Probes, Invitrogen) 1:500, rabbit anti-β-

galactosidase (Promega) 1:2000, rabbit anti-en (Santa Cruz Biotech, Inc.) 1:100, rabbit 

anti-Ple (Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank, DSHB) 1:500, mouse anti-Wrapper 

(DSHB) 1:5. For secondary antibodies, we used Alexafluor 488-labeled anti-rabbit IgG, 

Alexafluor 488-labeled anti-mouse IgG, Alexafluor 568-labeled anti-rabbit IgG, 

Alexafluor 568-labeled anti-rat IgG, Alexafluor 568-labeled anti-mouse IgG (Molecular 

Probes, Invitrogen) at a 1:200 dilution. Embryos were coverslipped and imaged with a 

Zeiss Pascal confocal imaging system and a Zeiss Axioskop II fluorescent microscope. 
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Table 1: List of genes identified in the mutagenesis screen.  

Gene/Line No. Function Midline expression Number of 

alleles 

patched/#374 and 

#668 

receptor of hh signaling 

pathway 

midline primordium 2* 

odd-skipped/#363 zinc finger transcription 

factor 

MP1 neurons 1 

slit/#44 axon repellent midline glia 1* 

Kruppel/#454 zinc finger transcription 

factor 

midline neurons 1 

mastermind/#199 

and #331 

transcriptional coactivator mesectoderm, midline 

primordium and 

neurons 

2+ 

daughterless/#352 helix-loop-helix 

transcription factor 

mesectoderm  1 

sequoia/#223 and 

#533 

zinc finger transcription 

factor 

- 2+ 

paired/#193  homeobox transcription 

factor 

midline primordium 1* 

even-skipped/#143  homeobox transcription 

factor 

midline primordium 

every other segment 

1 
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Table 1 Continued 

glial cell 

missing/#170 

gcm-domain transcription 

factor 

- 1 

unkonw/#62 - - 1 

unknown/#128 - - 1* 

unknown/#174 - - 1 

 
* refers to the mutant allele isolated from the genetic screen after isogenization  

+ refers to one mutant allele isolated from the genetic screen after isogenization and the 

other mutant allele isolated from the genetic screen after isogenization 
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Figure 2.1  A schematic diagram of the genetic screen 
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Figure 2.2 Defects of CNS axons and midline cells in slit mutants 

(A-F) Lateral view of BP102 and GFP staining images at stage 13, anterior is toward the 

top, left corner. The midline GFP appears ventrally displaced in slit mutants (E). The 

CNS axon scaffold is collapsed and fused in slit mutants (F).  
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Figure 2.3 The midline defects in da mutants 

(A-D) Lateral view of GFP staining images at stage 13 and 16, anterior is toward the top, 

left corner. The GFP is about normal in da mutants at stage 13 (B), but significantly 

reduced at stage 16 (D).  
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Figure 2.4 The midline defects in kr mutants 

(A-F) Lateral view of Wrapper and GFP staining images at stage 13, anterior is toward 

the top, left corner. In kruppel mutants, the midline GFP is disorganized (F), and mostly 

co-localized with Wrapper (D). 
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Figure 2.5 The midline defects in odd and eve mutants 

(A-B) Lateral view of GFP images at stage 13, anterior is toward the top, left corner. In 

odd mutants, the even-numbered segments are lost as indicated by the missing midline 

GFP in alternate segment (B).  (C-D) Lateral view of GFP images at stage 16, anterior is 

to the left. The midline GFP is absent in the trunk region of eve mutants (D). 
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Figure 2.6 The midline defects in prd mutants 

(A-F) Lateral view of Engrailed and GFP staining images at stage 13, anterior is toward 

the top, left corner. The number of Engrailed positive midline neurons is reduced in prd 

mutants (D) compared to the wild type (A). (G-L) Lateral view of Wrapper and GFP 

staining images at stage 13, anterior is toward the top, left corner. Wrapper expression is 

greatly expanded in prd mutants (K). 
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Figure 2.7 The midline defects in ptc mutants 

(B and E) Lateral view of Wrapper staining images at stage 16, anterior is toward the top, 

left corner. Wrapper is the marker of midline glia in wild type (B); however, its 

expression is lost in ptc mutants (E). Midline neurons are still present in ptc mutants as 

indicated by GFP staining (F), but disorganized compared to the wild type (C). Merged 

images are shown in A and D. (G-L) Lateral view of Engrailed and GFP staining images 

at stage 16, anterior is toward the top, left corner. Co-localization of Engrailed and GFP 

showed that the number of Engrailed positive midline neurons including iVUMs and 

MNB and its progeny are about the same in wild type (G) and ptc mutants (J). 
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Figure 2.8 The midline defects in wingless and hedgehog mutants 

(A, D and G) Lateral view of Wrapper staining images at stage 13, anterior is toward the 

top, left corner. Wrapper expression (red) is greatly expanded in wingless (D) and 

hedgehog (G) mutants compared to the wild type (A). (B, E and H) whole-mount 

embryos were stained with anti-Engrailed (green), ventral view, anterior to the top and 

left corner. At stage 13, the midline expression of Engrailed (arrow) is normal in wingless 

mutants (E), but absent in hedgehog mutants (H), as compared to the wild type (B). (C, F 

and I) Lateral view of Ple staining images at stage 13, anterior is toward the top, left 

corner. Ple is expressed in H-cell in wild type (arrow in C), but absent in both wingless 

(F) and hedgehog (I) mutants. (J-L) Tyramine β hydroxylase (Tbh) in situ labels three 

mVUMs in each segment in wild type embryos (J). Tbh expression appears normal in 

wingless mutants (K) but largely absent in hedgehog mutants (L). 
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Figure 2.9 Defects of CNS axons and midline cells in sequoia and gcm mutants 

(A-I) Lateral view of BP102 and GFP staining images at stage 13, anterior is toward the 

top, left corner. The midline GFP appears disorganized in sequoia (E) and gcm (H) 

mutants. The CNS axon scaffold is broken in sequoia (F) and gcm (I) mutants.  
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ABSTRACT 
 
The Drosophila midline is a model system for the study of nervous system function and 

development. The roles of a number of genes and signaling pathways that regulate 

midline development have been described. Notch, is required for the initial specification, 

as well as determination and differentiation of many midline lineages during late 

embryonic stages. Here, we show that mam function is essential for the formation of the 

Drosophla midline as an integral component of canonical Notch signaling pathway. 

Similar to Notch mutants, mam mutants showed a reduction of three midline neuronal 

lineages, VUM interneurons, median neuroblast and its progeny, H-cell sib, and posterior 

midline glia, and an increase of three other neuronal lineages, MP1, VUM motorneurons 

and H-cell. However, anterior midline glia cells develop normally in mam mutants, 

whereas this lineage is completely absent in Notch mutants. In addition, more anterior 

midline glia survived at late embryonic stages of mam mutants compared to wild type 

embryos. Overexpression of a constitutively active form of Su(H) or Notch intracellular 

domain resulted in an expansion of anterior midline glia, however, no extra anterior 

midline glial cells were generated when mam was overexpressed. Taken together, these 

studies support a growing body of evidence that suggests in certain developmental 

contexts the canonical Notch pathway requires mam function, but in other contexts, Notch 

can function independently of the mam co-factor.  
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Introduction 

The central nervous system (CNS) of metazoan organisms consists of many different 

types of neurons and glia generated through the combinatorial action of intrinsic 

transcription factors and extrinsic signaling inputs from neighboring cells (Skeath and 

Thor, 2003). During CNS development and in a number of developmental contexts, the 

Notch pathway functions as a prominent signaling system providing positional input 

between cells in direct contact with one another (Skeath and Thor, 2003; Radtke et al., 

2005). Recently, several specific roles for Notch have been described in a particular CNS 

lineage, midline cells, as they develop during embryogenesis in Drosophila melanogaster 

(Wheeler et al., 2008). Here, we compare and contrast the functions of Notch (N) and its 

co-activator, mastermind (mam), during development of Drosophila midline cells. 

 

One of the most surprising findings from comparative developmental biology is the 

extensive conservation of signaling pathways both within multiple tissues of a given 

organism as well as within the same tissue across diverse organisms. The Notch signaling 

pathway is a salient example of such conservation as it is used over and over throughout 

the animal kingdom to construct tissues during development and to maintain homeostasis 

in the adult (Lai, 2004; Radtke et al., 2005; Bray, 2006). Notch signaling occurs between 

contacting cells when the Notch protein, a transmembrane receptor on the surface of one 

cell, binds one of its ligands, Delta or Serrate/Jagged, on an adjacent cell.  After binding 

one of these ligands, the Notch receptor is cleaved and its intracellular domain (NICD) 

transported to the nucleus where it interacts with the DNA-binding protein CSL (CBF1 in 
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mammals, Su(H) in Drosophila, and LAG-1 in C. elegans; hereafter referred to as 

Su(H)). Therefore, unlike other signaling pathways that utilize intermediary effectors 

located within the cytoplasm to transduce a signal detected at the cell membrane, Notch 

moves directly from cell surface to nucleus in activated cells (Lai, 2004). In cells devoid 

of Notch signaling, Su(H) functions as a repressor, whereas in cells containing activated 

Notch, the NICD binds to both Su(H) and the co-activator Mam, forming an complex that 

activates transcription of target genes (Radtke et al., 2005; Bray, 2006). 

 

Notch was first identified by Morgan in 1917 when he isolated and described fly mutants 

with “notched” wings and subsequently in 1937, Poulson described a role for Notch in 

the CNS of flies. He found that Notch mutations caused the production of excess neural 

tissues at the expense of epidermis, which was later found to be due to disruption of 

lateral inhibition normally controlled by Notch. It is now known that Notch has many 

additional functions: it specifies cell fates and regulates cell proliferation and cell death to 

create boundaries (Lai, 2004) and it regulates pattern formation in the CNS and many 

other tissues. In the mammalian CNS, the role of Notch in maintaining a neural 

progenitor pool has been intensely studied (for reviews, see Lai, 2004; Yoon and Gaiano, 

2005; Louvi and Artavanis-Tsakonas, 2006). When misregulated, Notch can cause a wide 

range of developmental defects and many human diseases, including Alagille syndrome 

which affects the liver, skeleton, heart and eye cerebral autosomal dominant arteriopathy 

with subcortical infarcts and leukoencephalopathy (CADASIL) which leads to dementia, 

migraines and strokes (Joutel et al., 1996) and several human cancers (Roca and Adams, 
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2007; Thurston et al., 2007; Yan and Plowman, 2007; Sainson and Harris, 2008). 

Therefore, Notch function is widespread and most likely interacts with other signaling 

pathways to affect so many tissues and biological processes. 

 

A striking example of how Notch exhibits pleiotropic effects on a single cell lineage has 

recently been described for CNS midline cells of fruit flies (Wheeler et al., 2008). In this 

study Notch was shown to promote formation of midline glia and several midline neural 

subtypes, while inhibiting the formation of other midline neuronal subtypes. Midline cells 

of Drosophila are located in the center of the embryonic CNS and they signal to and 

organize axons in a manner very similar to floor plate cells within the spinal cord of 

vertebrates by using similar signaling molecules (Dickson, 2002; Araujo and Tear, 2003). 

Because of its simplicity and the powerful genetic toolkit of Drosophila, the fly midline 

has been used to study axon guidance as well as transcription factors and signaling 

pathways involved in nervous system development (Klambt et al., 1991; Crews, 1998). 

Previous studies have shown that the initial specification of the Drosophila midline 

depends on expression of Single-minded (Sim), the master regulator of this lineage 

(Crews et al., 1988; Nambu et al., 1990; Nambu et al., 1991). The initial activation of 

Sim in cells that will give rise to the midline is directly controlled by dorsal/ventral 

patterning genes such as Dorsal, Twist and Snail, together with Notch signaling (Kasai et 

al., 1992; Kasai et al., 1998; Morel and Schweisguth, 2000). In subsequent stages (8-9), 

segmentation polarity genes such as Engrailed, Wingless, and Hedgehog determine 

midline cell fates by separating the midline progenitor cells into anterior and posterior 
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compartments (Bossing and Brand, 2006). Upon the completion of embryogenesis, the 

mature Drosophila midline consists of a small number of glia and neurons per segment 

(Fig. 1E): ~3 midline glial cells (MG), 2 midline precursor 1 (MP1) neurons, 2 MP3 

interneurons (H-cell and H-cell sib), 3 ventral unpaired median interneurons (iVUMs), 3 

ventral unpaired median motorneurons (mVUMs), and 5~8 interneurons and 

motorneurons derived from the median neuroblast (MNB) (Bossing and Technau, 1994; 

Crews, 1998; Kearney et al., 2004). During stages 10-12 of embryogenesis, Notch 

signaling promotes MG and MNB formation, inhibits the fates of midline neuron subsets, 

and directs asymmetric divisions for midline precursor neurons in which H-cell, H-cell 

sib, iVUM and mVUM neurons are generated (Wheeler et al., 2008).  

 

Despite intense focus on the Notch pathway in numerous systems, relatively few target 

genes have been identified, and how Notch activates unique gene sets in specific cell 

types is still not understood. In an attempt to uncover mechanisms used to generate cell 

diversity within the midline, we conducted a genetic screen (Zhang et al., in preparation). 

One of the genes identified was mam, the transcriptional co-activator of canonical Notch 

signaling (Yedvobnick et al., 1988; Smoller et al., 1990; Xu et al., 1990). mam encodes a 

glutamine-rich nuclear protein with a predicted 1596 amino acid sequence: a highly 

conserved basic domain in the N terminal region, two acidic clusters, and three 

alternative glycine-valine runs (Fig.3.1A) (Smoller et al., 1990).  Here, we show that 

mam controls the development of midline neurons and posterior midline glia (PMG) 

through the Notch pathway. However, in contrast to the complete absence of midline glia 
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in Notch mutants, the anterior midline glia cells (AMG) develop normally until late 

embryonic stages when additional AMG survive in mam mutants. Moreover, 

overexpression of NICD caused the expansion of AMG, but overexpression of mam 

showed no effects. Our results suggest that Notch functions together with mam within 

several neural lineages of the Drosophila midline, but independently of mam during 

AMG development. 

 

Results  

 

A genetic screen to identify genes that function in midline development 

To identify genes involved in Drosophila midline formation, we used the mutagen, ethyl 

methylsulfonate (EMS) to introduce random mutations throughout the genome of the fly 

and examined midline cell development using a reporter gene sim-GAL4, UAS-GFP 

(Xiao et al., 1996), which labels all midline cells. This reporter offers two advantages.  

First, it can be visualized in live embryos and avoids laborious immunostaining routinely 

required to visualize cells, simplifying the screening process. Second, it allows us to 

follow midline cells during late embryonic and larval development, which are stages 

difficult to examine using routine immuno-staining approaches. Mutations that caused 

defects in midline GFP expression were isolated and then mapped within the genome. As 

an initial mapping approach to identify mutations on the second chromosome, we took 

advantage of the chromosome deficiency kit from the Bloomington Stock Center, which 

covers more than 94.8% of the second chromosome. Once the mutation responsible for 
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the identified phenotype was mapped to a deficiency, smaller deficiencies and mutant 

stocks were then used to further identify candidate genes. Based on the results from a 

series of complementation tests, the mamΔC allele was uncovered in the genetic screen. 

DNA sequence analysis indicates the point mutation of the mamΔC allele causes a 

premature stop codon resulting in a truncated protein ending at Mastermind residue 959, 

eliminating the C-terminal acid cluster and all three glycine-valine (GV) runs (Fig.3.1B).  

 

The midline of mamΔC mutant embryos is much broader and disorganized compared to 

wild type embryos during late embryonic stages (Fig.3.1C-D).  Due to the striking 

phenotype of these mutants and the recently characterized roles of Notch signaling during 

midline cell development, we decided to investigate how the various midline lineages 

were affected in mamΔC mutant embryos. 

 

Sim expression in Notch and mamΔC mutants 

The transcription of sim is activated early in development in mesectodermal cells that 

will give rise to the CNS midline (Nambu et al., 1991). These cells comprise a single row 

of cells located between the mesoderm and ectoderm on either side of the embryo and 

Notch has been shown to activate sim in these cells; germ-line clones of N55e11, a 

hypomorphic allele, lack most sim expression and midline cells due to the loss of 

maternal Notch activity (Menne and Klambt, 1994; Martin-Bermudo et al., 1995; Morel 

and Schweisguth, 2000). In order to investigate the roles of mam during midline 

development, we first determined if early sim activation in the mesectoderm anlage stage 
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(stages 7-8) was affected in mamΔC mutants and compared the results to Notch mutants. 

Sim expression is normal until stage 10 in mamΔC mutant embryos (Fig.3.2B) and persists 

in subsequent stages, although at a reduced level (Fig.3.2E). Sim expression in N55e11 

mutant embryos also appeared normal during stages 8-10 (Fig.3.2C), but completely 

disappeared by stage 13 (Fig.3.2F). Both Notch (Hartley et al., 1987) and mam (Smoller 

et al., 1990) are maternally desposited and during these early stages, the maternally 

expressed gene products appear sufficient to activate sim (see Menne and Klambt, 1994). 

These results indicate that the N55e11 and mamΔC alleles do not affect early sim expression 

prior to stage 10 and can be used to study Notch and mam function during subsequent 

stages of midline development.  

 

The formation of midline neurons requires both Notch and Mastermind 

Nearly 300 genes are known to be expressed in developing Drosophila midline cells 

(Kearney et al., 2004). Each midline lineage expresses a unique constellation of genes 

throughout embryogenesis, which can be used to identify the various midline glial and 

neuronal cell types during development (Wheeler et al., 2006).  

 

During embryonic stage 10-11, the MP precursors delaminate and divide to produce a 

variety of midline neurons (Bossing and Technau, 1994). To characterize the role of mam 

in the various midline lineages, specific markers unique to the various midline neural and 

glial lineages were examined. First, we examined neuronal lineages beginning with the 

serotonergic MP1 lineage (Wheeler et al., 2006) using an Odd-skipped antibody (Ward 
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and Coulter, 2000). The number of these cells increased about 3 fold in mamΔC mutants, 

from 2±0.1 to 6±1.0 (n=16 segments) cells per segment (Fig.3.3B). In N55e11 mutant 

embryos, the number of MP1 neurons in each segment increased to 10±1.4 (n=13),  ~5X 

increase (Fig.3.3C).  

 

Next, we examined the MP3 lineage. Due to asymmetrical division, the MP3 precursor in 

each segment divides once to produce one dopaminergic H-cell and one glutamatergic H-

cell sib in wild type (Wheeler et al., 2008).  In mamΔC mutants embryos, no H-cell sib 

was detected as assessed by CG13565 expression (Fig.3.3N) and approximately 6±0.5 H-

cell were found in each segment (n=12) (Fig.3.3E). In N55e11 mutant embryos, the number 

of H-cell in each segment increased to 10±0.8 (n=10) (Fig.3.3F), while the H-cell sib is 

absent (Fig.3.3O).  

 

Next, we examined the VUM lineages. In each segment, three VUM precursors (MP4-6) 

divide once to give rise to three GABAergic VUM interneurons (iVUMs) and three 

glutamatergic/octopaminergic VUM motorneurons (mVUMs) (Wheeler et al., 2008). The 

number of mVUMs increased from 3±0.1 cells per segment in wild type embryos to 

10±1.0 in mamΔC mutants (n=19) as assessed with Tbh expression (Fig.3.3K). In N55e11 

mutant embryos, the number of mVUMs also increased to 11±1.2 per segment (n=19) 

(Fig.3.3L). In wild type embryos, the MNB divides multiple times to generate about eight 

GABAergic neurons during embryogenesis (Wheeler et al., 2008). However, the MNB 
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and its progeny and the iVUMs were absent in mamΔC (Fig.3.3H) and N55e11 mutants (Fig. 

3.3I), as indicated by the absence of midline expression of Engrailed.   

 

Midline phenotypes in N55e11 mutant embryos are consistent with the midline phenotypes 

in Dl mutants (Wheeler et al., 2008) and more penetrant than in mamΔC mutants. Taken 

together, compartive studies of mam, Notch (this study) and Delta mutants (Wheeler et 

al., 2008), suggest mutations in all three genes have similar phenotypes with respect to 

the formation of several midline neurons and their fate choices.  

 

Notch controls AMG development, independent of Mastermind 

Next, we turned our attention to the midline glia. Previous lineage analysis suggested 

midline glial precursors undergo multiple divisions to give rise to two populations of 

midline glia at late stages (Bossing and Technau, 1994). At stage 13, each segment 

contains about 6 anterior midline glia (AMG) cells and 4 posterior midline glia (PMG) 

cells. However, by stage 16, only 3 of the AMG survive to enwrap the axon 

commissures. All the PMG and remaining AMG are depleted by apoptosis (Bossing and 

Technau, 1994; Stemerdink and Jacobs, 1997; Jacobs, 2000). 

 

The Notch pathway is required for both AMG and PMG development (Wheeler et al., 

2008). Wrapper, an immunoglobulin protein required for midline glial survival, is 

expressed almost exclusively in the midline glia (Noordermeer et al., 1998), at a high 

level in AMG and at a lower level in PMG. At stage 13, Wrapper expression is 
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completely absent in the N55e11 mutants (Fig.3.4C), but appears normal in the AMG of 

mamΔC mutant embryos (Fig.3.4B). The number of AMG in mamΔC mutant embryos was 

also examined using the co-localization of Sim and Runt. At stage 13, about 6 AMG per 

segment are found in both wild type and mamΔC mutant embryos (Fig.3.4D and E); 

however, the AMG region is expanded in the mamΔC mutants compared to the compact 

cluster of AMG found in wild type embryos. Interestingly, at stage 16, more AMG 

survived in the mamΔC mutants, about 5±0.3 (n=15) AMG per segment compared to only 

3 AMG in wild type (Fig.3.4F and G), suggesting that fewer anterior midline glial cells 

undergo apoptosis in mamΔC mutant embryos. In contrast, no PMG are present in N55e11 

and mamΔC mutants as shown by an absence of both Wrapper and Engrailed expression in 

the posterior compartment of midline cells at stage 13 (Fig.3.3H and I). 

 

In summary, these results indicate that the PMG are absent in both Notch and mam 

mutants at a stage of development when wild type embryos normally contain 4 PMG, 

whereas the AMG differentiate normally in mamΔC mutants. This phenotype observed in 

mam mutants differs from N and Dl mutants, suggesting that the Notch pathway acts 

independently of Mastermind in the development of anterior midline glia cells.                                               

 

Notch activation expands the Wrapper reporter expression 

Consistent with the role of Notch in midline glia development, constitutive activation of 

Su(H) using sim-GAL4,UAS-Su(H).VP16 in all midline cells caused a three-fold increase 
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of midline glial cells at the expense of midline neurons (Wheeler et al., 2008). To 

determine if the overexpression of mam affects AMG or PMG development, a wrapper 

reporter gene was used to examine the effects of Notch and Mastermind’s ectopic 

expression on the transcriptional regulation of wrapper.  

 

We previously identified an 884-bp upstream sequence of wrapper that is sufficient to 

drive the expression of a reporter gene in midline glia (Estes et al., 2008). Expression of 

this reporter was greatly expanded throughout midline cells when we overexpressed 

either NICD or Su(H).VP16 in the midline using the sim-GAL4 driver (Xiao et al., 1996) 

(Fig.3.5G and H). Co-localizaiton of GFP and Runt indicates that there are about 15±1.6 

(n=15) AMG per segment when the NICD (Fig.3.5C) or Su(H).VP16 (Fig.3.5D) is 

overexpressed, compared with only 6 AMG per segment in wild type embryos 

(Fig.3.5A). In addition, at stage 16 the number of AMG is dramatically increased to 

6±1.1 (n=17) cells per segment in the NICD (Fig.3.5O) and Su(H).VP16 (Fig.3.5P) 

overexpression lines compared to only 3 AMG in wild type embryos (Fig.3.5M). These 

additional AMG survived to the late stages are likely due to excess AMG generated at 

stage 13.  

 

Since the AMG develop normally in mam mutants at stage 13, we also examined the 

phenotypes of AMG in the sim-GAL4, UAS-mam embryos at this stage. The wrapper 

reporter expression appears normal (Fig.3.5F). Moreover, double labeling of GFP and 

Runt showed no increase of the number of AMG in sim-GAL4, UAS-mam embryos 
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(Fig.3.5B). At stage 16, in contrast to the 3 AMG per segment in wild type embryos, it 

appears that fewer AMG cells survived in some segments in mam overexpresson embryos 

(Fig.3.5N) suggesting that the overexpression of mam may promote the apoptosis of 

midline glia. Together, these results further support the idea that Notch signaling 

promotes AMG development independent of mam.  

 

Midline phenotypes of mam deletions  

Because the mamΔC mutant induces a stop codon within the coding sequence of mam, the 

resultant protein contains the N-terminus and still may be able to interact with NICD and 

Su(H) to form an activation complex. If so, the presence of AMG in our mamΔC mutant 

might result from the residual activity of the Notch pathway. To test this possibility, we 

examined midline phenotypes in several mam deletions, Df(2R)BSC383, Df(2R)50C-38, 

and Df(2R)BSC18 (Fig.3.6). The N-terminal region of mam protein is removed in 

Df(2R)BSC383, and the entire mam gene is deleted in Df(2R)BSC18 and Df(2R)50C-38 

(Fig.3.6A). In all three deletions, Wrapper expression is clearly detectable (Fig.3.6B-E) 

indicating that the AMG are present, while the absence of Engrailed expression in the 

midline indicates the PMG are lost (Fig.3.6F-I).  The CNS midline in homozygous 

Df(2R)BSC383 and Df(2R)50C-38 embryos appears more disorganized than in 

homozygous Df(2R)BSC18 embryos, possibly due to additional missing genes in these 

larger deletions. The results demonstrate that the AMG are present in all homozygous 

deficiency embryos, similar to the results obtained with mamΔC mutants, but unlike to the 
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results obtained with N55e11 mutants in which no AMG are present. Thus, these results 

suggest that the development of AMG is independent of mam function. 

 

Discussion 

 

Notch has been shown to play multiple developmental roles in the CNS of several 

organisms (Lai, 2004; Radtke et al., 2005; Bray, 2006). The Drosophila midline, with its 

easy to identify neuronal and glial lineages, has provided a clear example of the multiple 

and reiterative roles of this signaling pathway within a single CNS tissue (Wheeler et al., 

2008). Here, the characterization of mam mutants helps us understand how signaling 

pathways, such as Notch, control the development of different midline cell types. 

Because signaling pathways such as Notch play multiple roles at many stages of 

development, it can be challenging to address their functions at late stages. Using a 

combination of hypomorphic alleles and overexpression studies, various roles for Notch 

and its co-factors can be dissected at high resolution. The results described here add an 

additional layer of complexity to our understanding of how the Notch signaling pathway 

functions to generate multiple cell types within the midline during embryogenesis.  

Unlike other midline lineages, the results indicate that Notch signaling is needed for the 

development of the AMG, whereas the co-factor mam is dispensable. 

 

Sim expression and midline development appear normal in N55e11, Dl, and mam mutants 

until the formation of the mesectoderm anlage stage. After stage 13, a key difference in 
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mam mutants compared to N55e11 and Dl mutants is that sim expression was absent in 

N55e11 and Dl mutants, but still present, albeit reduced in mam mutants. Co-localization 

studies with other midline cell markers such as runt indicate that some of these Sim 

positive cells develop into AMG. More importantly, the development of the AMG is not 

defective in mam mutants compared with the complete lack of AMG in N55e11 and Dl 

mutants, suggesting that Notch is acting independently of mam to control AMG 

development. In fact, additional AMG survive in the mature CNS midline in mam 

mutants compared to the wild type. Because Spitz signaling is required for midline glial 

survival at late stages, the results suggest that mam may inhibit the Spitz signaling 

pathway to promote MG apoptosis in wild type embryos. Verification of this role in 

midline glia apoptosis requires further experimentation. The results suggest mam may 

impact other signaling pathways such as the Egfr pathway during midline glial 

development. 

  

Several aspects of midline development appear to be controlled by both mam and Notch. 

The phenotypes of the PMG and midline neurons in mam mutants are largely consistent 

with N55e11 and Dl mutants (Wheeler et al., 2008). Engrailed is normally expressed within 

the posterior compartment of each segment, which consists of the PMG, iVUM, MNB 

and its progeny. Engrailed expression is totally absent in N55e11, Dl, and mam mutants, 

indicating loss of these midline neurons and posterior glial cells. At the same time, the 

anterior midline neurons such as MP1, mVUM and MP3 (H-cell) are greatly expanded in 

mam mutants, similar to N55e11 and Dl mutants, suggesting the canonical Notch pathway 
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directs midline neurons and PMG development and requires wild type mam function for 

this process.   

 

Accumulating evidence suggests that mam and Notch may have separable, independent 

functions in biological processes. In mammals, mam acts as a specific activator for the 

transcription factors MEF2C and p53 and the Wnt pathway, independent of Notch (Shen 

et al., 2006; Zhao et al., 2007; Alves-Guerra et al., 2007). Also, mam regulates the 

Wingless pathway independently of Notch in Drosophila wing development (Helms et 

al., 1999; Kankel et al., 2007), and a recent genetic screen in Drosophila has identified 79 

genes that interact with mam in a Notch–independent manner (Kankel et al., 2007). These 

examples suggest that mam can function in several pathways as a co-activator by 

interacting with other transcription factors. 

 

Recently, Cave and Caudy (2008) have identified promoters of Notch target genes that 

have different requirements for Notch signaling components. They discovered mam is 

required to co-activate certain promoters, whereas mam is unnecessary for NICD/Su(H) 

to activate other promoters, indicating that the mam is not always required to co-activate 

the NICD/Su(H) binary complex. Moreover, bHLH proteins such as Achaete (Ac) and 

Daughterless (Da) may directly interact with and activate the NICD/Su(H) binary 

complex in the absence of mam (Cave and Caudy, 2008). In cases where mam is not 

required, other proteins may interact with Notch to activate transcription. One example of 

these is under hypoxic conditions, HIF-1α, a bHLH-PAS protein, is recruited to a Notch-
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responsive promoter and interacts with NICD to activate Notch signaling (Gustafsson et 

al., 2005). 

 

Here, we provide evidence that mam and Notch have separate functions in midline glial 

development. These results suggest that Notch may interact with a co-activator distinct 

from mam in the AMG. It is possible the bHLH-PAS protein, Sim, could be functioning 

together with the NICD, either directly or indirectly to activate target genes in the AMG. 

We have shown that mutating the Sim:Tgo binding site within the regulatory region of 

wrapper abolished the expression of a wrapper reporter, suggesting that sim directly 

controls the expression of that gene in the midline glia (Estes et al., 2008). Together, the 

data suggest a high level of complexity in the regulation of CNS target genes of Notch 

and that Notch likely interacts with additional cell-lineage specific co-activators other 

than mam in cells such as midline glia. In this way, modifications of interactors within a 

signaling pathway can lead to greater cell diversity and function. More broadly, parallel 

genetic studies in vertebrate systems will facilitate our understanding the developmental 

roles of mam in both canonical and non-canonical Notch pathways.    

 

Material and methods   

 

Drosophila strains 

The Drosophila fly strain used in the genetic screen was an isogenized line homozygous 

for sim-GAL4, UAS-GFP on the second chromosome that labels all Drosophila midline 
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cells. Prior to the mutagenesis screen, the sim-GAL4, UAS-GFP homozygous line was 

isogenized using the yw67 strain. The deficiency kit DK2, and the three small 

deficiencies of mam Df(2R)BSC383, Df(2R)50C-38, and Df(2R)BSC18 were obtained 

from the Bloomintong Stock Center.  Additional fly lines used were: N55e11 (Lindsley and 

Zimm, 1992), Dl3 (Shepard et al., 1989), mamΔC (this study), sim-GAL4 (Xiao et al., 

1996), UAS-NICD, UAS-Su(H).VP16 (Kidd et al., 1998), and UAS-mam (Giraldez et al., 

2002).  

 

Isolation of EMS-generated mam mutants 

To screen for mutations on the second chromosome, mutagenized yw; sim-GAL4, UAS-

GFP males were first mated to yw; L2/CyO, Kruppel (Kr)-GFP females en mass. Single 

F1 male progeny were then backcrossed to three yw; L2/ CyO, Kr-GFP females in a single 

vial. F2 siblings of the genotype yw67; sim-GAL4, UAS-GFP/ CyO, Kr-GFP were mated 

and the absence of non-CyO F3 progeny indicated a line bearing a lethal second 

chromosome mutation. To visually screen lines bearing lethal mutations on the second 

chromosome, about ten females were mated to ten males in a cup covered by a grape 

juice/agar plate with a dab of yeast paste. Embryos were collected every 12 hours and 

then aged for 8 hours at room temperature. After collection, the embryos were 

dechorionated with 50% bleach and put back on the grape/juice plate. The dechorionated 

embryos on the grape/juice plate were screened for midline defects with a Zeiss 

Axioskop II fluorescent microscope. The mutant embryos were selected and examined by 

their absence of Kr-GFP fluorescence. 
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DNA sequence analysis of the mamΔC mutant 

Genomic DNA was extracted from homozygous mamΔC mutant embryos that were 

identified by their lack of the Kr-GFP balancer, which was used as the PCR template for 

all mam coding exons. After PCR amplification, each coding exon was cloned into 

pSTblue-1 vector (Novagen) and then plasmids were sent to Alpha BioLab, Inc. for 

sequencing. Sequence analysis was performed by FinchTV program (Geospiza, Inc.).  

 

Immunostaining and in situ hybridization of embryos 

Immunostaining and in situ hybridization of whole-mount embryos were performed as 

previously described (Patel et al., 1987; Kearney et al., 2004). The following primary 

antibodies were used: rabbit anti-β-galactosidase (Promega) 1:2000, rabbit anti-engrailed 

(Santa Cruz Biotech, Inc.) 1:100, rat anti-Odd-skipped (East Asian Distribution Center; 

EADC) 1:100, guinea pig anti-Odd-skipped (EADC) 1:100, guinea pig anti-Runt 

(EADC) 1:100, rabbit anti-GFP (Molecular Probes, Invitrogen) 1:500, rat anti-Single 

minded (Ward et al., 1998) 1:1, rabbit anti-Ple (Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank, 

DSHB) 1:500, mouse anti-Wrapper (DSHB) 1:5. All secondary antibodies were used at 

1: 200: Alexafluor 488-labeled anti-rabbit IgG, Alexafluor 488-labeled anti-guinea pig 

IgG, Alexafluor 488-labeled anti-mouse IgG, Alexafluor 568-labeled anti-rabbit IgG, 

Alexafluor 568-labeled anti-rat IgG, Alexafluor 568-labeled anti-mouse IgG (Molecular 

Probes, Invitrogen). Embryos were imaged with a Zeiss Pascal confocal imaging system. 
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Figure 3.1 Midline cell development is disrupted in mamΔC mutant embryos. 

(A) Schematic representation of the mam protein that contains one N-terminal basic 

cluster (amino acids 127-256), two acidic clusters (amino acids 466-539 and 1559-1592), 

and three runs of alternative glycine-valine (GV) residues (amino acids 987-1000; 1094-

1110; and 1236-1257). (B) The mamΔC mutant has a premature stop condon resulting in a 

truncated protein ending at the residue 959, which eliminates the C-terminal acid cluster 

and all three GV runs. Confocal images of (C) wild type and (D) mamΔC mutant embryos 

containing the midline reporter sim-GAL4/UAS-GFP at stage 16. Midline cells within 

mamΔC mutants are disorganized and the midline appears much broader.  Lateral views 

are shown; anterior is toward the top, left corner. (E) Schematic image of Drosophila 

midline cells in a single segment at stage 16 shown in lateral view.  
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Figure 3.2 Sim expression is absent in N55e11 mutant embryos, but reduced in mamΔC  

mutant embryos. 

 Sim protein expression was determined at various stages of embryogenesis. (A-C) 

During stage 10 of embryogenesis Sim expression appears to be normal in N55e11 (C) and 

mamΔC mutants (B) compared to the wild type (A). (D) At stage 13, Sim is expressed in 

the midline (arrow) and muscle precursor cells (asterisk) in wild type embryos. (E) In 

mamΔC mutant embryos, Sim is expressed at a reduced level in the midline (arrow) and 

up-regulated in muscle precursors. (F) In N55e11 mutant embryos, Sim expression is 

absent in the midline (arrow), but increased dramatically in muscle precursor cells 

(asterisk). Whole-mount embryos were stained with anti-sim (red). Ventral views were 

shown; anterior is toward the top, left corner. 
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Figure 3.3 Mam functions in the canonical Notch pathway to control midline 

neurons and PMG formation. 

(A-C) Lateral view of Odd-skipped staining images at stage 13, anterior is toward the top, 

left corner. Two MP1 neurons per segment are present in wild type embryos (arrow in A) 

and the number of MP1 per segment is increased to six in mamΔC (B) and about 10 in 

N55e11 (C) mutant embryos. (D-F) Lateral view of Ple staining images at stage 14, anterior 

is toward the top, left corner. One Ple positive MP3 neuron (H-cell) per segment in wild 

type embryos (D); however, mamΔC (E) and N55e11 (F) mutant embryos showed a dramatic 

increase of MP3 neurons. (G-I) Ventral view of Engrailed stained embryos at stage 13, 

anterior is toward the top, left corner. In wild type Engrailed labels iVUM, MNB and 

PMG (arrow in G), however, the midline expression of Engrailed is absent in mamΔC (H) 

and N55e11 (I) mutant embryos, indicating the absence of PMG, iVUMs, MNB and its 

progeny. (J-L) Ventral view of Tbh (Tyramine β hydroxylase) in situ images at stage 14, 

anterior is to the left.  Three Tbh positive mVUM neurons are identified in each segment 

in wild type (J); the number is increased to about 10 pre segment in mamΔC (K) and N55e11 

(L) mutant embryos. (M-O) Ventral view of CG13565, a marker for H-cell sib,  in situ 

images at stage 15, anterior is to the left. (M) One H-cell sib per segment is presented in 

wild type (two segments shown); The H-cell sib is absent in mamΔC (N) and N55e11 (O) 

mutant embryos.  
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Figure 3.4 Notch is needed for AMG development, independent of mam 

(A-C) Whole-mount embryos were stained with anti-Wrapper (green). (A) In wild type 

embryos, Wrapper is expressed at a high level in AMG (arrow), but at a lower level in 

PMG (arrowhead) at stage 13. (B) In mamΔC mutant embryos, Wrapper expression is only 

present in AMG, and no Wrapper expression detected in N55e11 mutant embryos (C). (D-

G) whole-mount embryos stained with anti-Sim (red) and anti-Runt (green).  (D) Co-

localization of Sim and Runt labels about 6 AMG per segment in wild type embryos at 

stage 13 (arrow). (E) The number of AMG is not changed in mamΔC mutant embryos. At 

stage 16, about 3 AMG survived per segment in wild type (F), but the number is 

increased to 5 in mamΔC mutant embryos (G), each segment is defined with the two white 

lines. Lateral views were shown; anterior is toward the top, left corner. 
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Figure 3.5 Overexpression of NICD and Su(H).VP16, but not mam,   in midline cells 

results in an increase of AMG, whereas mam overexpression results in a reduction 

in the number of surviving AMG at late stages 

A wrapper: GFP reporter was used to follow midline glia phenotypes in wild type and 

overexpressing embryos. (A-D) The AMG are marked with the co-localization of GFP 

and Runt at stage 13. (A) Wild type embryos contain about 6 AMG per segment. (B) The 

number of AMG is unchanged when mam is overexpressed, but increased 2~3 times 

when the NICD (C) and Su(H).VP16 (D) are overexpressed. (E-H) Images of wrapper: 

GFP staining at stage 13, GFP is stronger in AMG (arrow) than in PMG (arrowhead). 

The GFP expression in the AMG is indistinguishable from the wild type embryos (E) 

when mam is overexpressed (F). GFP expression in AMG was greatly expanded when 

overexpress NICD (G) and Su(H).VP16 (H). (I-L) Runt staining at stage 13, the number 

of Runt positive cells corresponding to AMG is greatly increased in NICD (K) and 

Su(H).VP16 (L) overexpressed embryos, but not in mam overexpressed embryos (J).  (M-

P) Merge of GFP and Runt antibody staining at stage 16, (M) in wild type embryos, 3 

AMG per segment survived to late stages; however, the number of AMG is reduced to 

one or two in some segments (arrow) in mam overexpressed embryos (N). The number of 

AMG is increased to about 6 per segment when NICD (O) and Su(H).VP16 (P) are 

overexpressed. (Q-T) GFP images at embryonic stage 16. There are three GFP positive 

cells per segment in wild type embryos (Q); the number is reduced in mam overexpressed 

embryos (R), but increased when overexpressed NICD (S) and Su(H).VP16 (T). (U-X) 

Images of Runt staining at stage 16. There are about 3 Runt positive cells in AMG each 
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segment in wild type (U); the number is reduced in mam overexpressed embryos (V), but 

increased when overexpressed NICD (W) and Su(H).VP16 (X). Whole-mount embryos 

were stained with anti-GFP (green) and anti-Runt (red). Lateral views were shown; 

anterior is toward the top, left corner.  
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Figure 3.5 (stage 13) 
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Figure 3.5 (stage 16) 
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Figure 3.6 Unlike Notch mutants, homozygous mam deficiency and mamΔC mutant 

embryos contains AMG 

(A) Molecular map of the mam deficiency Df(2R)BSC18, Df(2R)50C-38 and 

Df(2R)BSC383. The cytological position of the mam locus is shown with the top bar. The 

mam coding exons are indicated by green shading boxes and the deletions are indicated 

with dotted lines. The entire mam locus is absent in the small deficiencies Df(2R)BSC18 

and Df(2R)50C-38, and the N-terminal region of Mastermind is absent in 

Df(2R)BSC383. (B) In wild type embryos, Wrapper is expressed at a high level in the 

AMG (arrow), but at a low level in the PMG (arrowhead). (C-E) Wrapper expression is 

clearly visible in mam deletions. (F) Midline expression of Engrailed is shown in wild 

type embryos, which labels MNB, iVUM and PMG (arrow). (G-I) The midline 

expression of Engrailed is absent in mam deletions (arrow), indicating the absence of 

PMG. However, the CNS midline in Df(2R)BSC383 (D) and Df(2R)50C-38 (E) appears 

more disorganized than in Df(2R)BSC18, which may be due to the absence of other 

genes in these larger deletions. Whole-mount embryos were stained with anti-Wrapper 

(red) and anti-Engrailed (green) at stage 13. Ventral views are shown; anterior is toward 

the top, left corner.  
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Summary  

The central nervous system controls behaviors in the body. The behavioral repertoire and 

cognitive capabilities of an organism relies on the generation of an enormous diversity of 

neurons and glia. Both vertebrates and invertebrates share many important features that 

function to establish intricate connections between varieties of cell types (Chilton, 2006). 

Here, we focused on the Drosophila CNS midline, the functional analog of the floor plate 

in the vertebrate spinal cord because its relative simplicity makes it especially attractive 

for addressing questions of neural and glial specification and differentiation.  

 

We have conducted a genetic screen to identify genes required for midline cell 

development by focusing on mutations affecting midline cells during mid- or late-

embryogenesis when differentiation occurs. In total, we isolated 25 mutant lines out of 

over 1000 lethal mutagenized second chromosomes. Thirteen mutants have been mapped 

to 10 genes, and 3 additional mutants likely uncover novel genes affecting midline 

development.  

 

The 10 identified genes were classified as midline genes and non-midline genes based on 

their expression patterns. Non-midline genes such as seq and gcm play important roles in 

nervous system development. Mutant embryos of seq and gcm show broad and dramatic 

defects in CNS structure including defects in the axon scaffold, longitudinal connectives 

and lateral neurons and glia (Hosoya et al., 1995; Jones et al., 1995; Vincent et al., 1996; 

Brenman et al., 2001). When axons normally cross the midline to form commissures, 
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they directly interact with the midline glia and provide trophic factors such as Spitz and 

Neurexin IV for midline glial survival (Bergmann et al., 2002; Stork et al., 2009; Wheeler 

et al., 2009). Such interactions appear to be disrupted in gcm and seq mutants because the 

midline cells did not develop normally in these mutants.  

 

In addition, 8 genes expressed in the midline were identified in the screen, including sli, a 

few segmentation genes and mam. Sli is an axon repellent produced by the midline glia. 

As previously reported, all CNS axons collapse onto the midline in sli mutants and the 

midline cells are displaced and disorganized, despite differentiating normally (Rothberg 

et al., 1990; Kidd et al., 1999). Importantly, our results support previous findings 

(Bossing and Brand, 2006) that suggest the segmentation genes first specify the anterior 

and posterior compartments in the midline and then Notch signaling determines and 

differentiates each cell type. For segmentation genes, we have shown the pair-rule gene 

prd is required for determination of the posterior compartment by activation of en 

expression in the midline and have confirmed previous reports that the segment polarity 

genes wg and hh are also needed for en expression in the posterior compartment of each 

segment. In contrast, ptc is needed for the midline cells in the anterior compartment. 

Furthermore, in the posterior compartment, wg is only needed for the MP3 lineage, 

whereas hh is critical for the formation of the midline lineages derived from MP3, MP4, 

MP5, MP6 and PMG.  
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Mam is a coactivator of the canonical Notch pathway (Wu et al., 2000) and Notch plays 

multiple roles in the formation and division of MPs and midline glia (Wheeler et al., 

2008). Comparative studies of Notch, Delta and mam mutants suggest that Mam 

participates in the Notch pathway to control midline neural and PMG development. 

However, the Notch pathway directs AMG, independently of Mam. This is the first time 

Mam-independent Notch functions have been described in midline cell development.  

 

Saturating the genetic screen 

Due to the short generation time and large number of progeny, genetic screens in 

Drosophila have provided a wealth of information about a variety of cellular and 

developmental processes. For example, in the screens for mutations that affect embryonic 

patterning, Nusslein-Volhard and Wieschaus discovered many of the genes that control 

segmentation (Nusslein-Volhard and Wieschaus, 1980). Similar screens were employed 

to identify the factors that mediate the development of the nervous system (Seeger et al., 

1993). Our genetic screen has proven to be a valid method to identify zygotic genes 

involved in midline cell development. Particularly, the midline GFP marker used in the 

screen renders all the midline cells visible beginning at mid-embryogenesis. In order to 

identify additional zygotic genes required for midline development, our genetic screen 

can be scaled up in the future by simply screening more lines, including generating lethal 

hits on the X and third chromosomes.  A saturation screen can be performed to uncover 

every gene that is involved in the midline cell development. Isolation of multiple alleles 
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of known genes affecting the formation of midline cells would indicate the screen is 

reaching saturation. 

 

Comparative genomics 

Comparative genomics has a great impact on the understanding of genetic and 

evolutionary mechanisms that determine the developmental and evolutionary basis of 

morphological evolution and phenotypic variation within and between species (Peterson 

et al., 2009). One of the most obvious benefits of comparative genomics has been the 

discovery of conserved putative functional elements such as genes and cis-regulatory 

sequences present in related genomes. Comparisons among different species provide 

insight into those regions whose sequence conservation reflects evolutionarily conserved 

function. The genus of Drosophila has served as an excellent experimental tool for 

developing and investigating evolutionary principles at the protein and DNA sequence 

levels.  

 

Prior to the release of genome sequences of 12 Drosophila species, the principle of 

comparative genomics was widely accepted and used to identify the central midline 

element (CME), the Sim::Tgo binding site. Sequence comparison of midline enhancers of 

3 sim target genes including sim, sli and Toll in Drosophila melanogaster and the 

homologous gene of sim in Drosophila virilis facilitated the identification of the 

conserved CME motif (Wharton et al., 1994). More recently, the availability of 

sequenced genomes of 12 Drosophila species has provided a great opportunity to further 
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identify important conserved regulatory motifs. We have used this approach to identify 

conserved motifs within the wrapper gene. A 119 bp upstream region containing a 70 bp 

sequence highly conserved among 12 Drosophila species is sufficient to drive expression 

of a GFP reporter in midline glia. Site-directed mutagenesis of conserved sites within the 

70 bp conserved region identified 4 motifs essential for midline glial expression of the 

reporter gene. Importantly, these motifs include potential binding sites for transcription 

factors such as Sim::Tgo and Pointed (Estes et al., 2008). Further biochemical assays are 

needed to verify wrapper is their direct target. The comparative studies indicate it is 

possible that a conserved mechanism exists to regulate midline glial development in 

many Drosophila species.    

 

Nearly 300 genes are expressed in the midline during embryogenesis (Kearney et al., 

2004). Many signaling pathways and transcription factors control the specification and 

differentiation of midline cells. However, it is still poorly understood how these factors 

work combinatorially to control gene expression in the midline.  By taking advantage of 

comparative genomics, we need to search and identify 1) the conserved sequences that 

are sufficient to drive gene expression in midline neurons, 2) additional conserved 

enhancer regions for midline glia expression. In combination with the transgenic and 

biochemical analysis, this information can be used to gain insight into how target genes 

are regulated in the midline at the transcriptional level.  
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Novel mutants 

We identified three novel mutants, which have been mapped to 49F1-10 (mutant line 

#174), 55A1-B7 (mutant line #128), and 59D5-10 (mutant line #62) respectively. 

Importantly, complementation tests fail to map the mutations of these above lines to any 

known genes that control the midline or CNS development, suggesting analysis of these 

mutations will lead to the identification of novel genes. Alternative approaches such as 

generating nested deletions can be used to pursue further complementation tests in a 

given candidate region. After the chromosomal region responsible for the phenotype has 

been narrowed down, the candidate regions can be sequenced. Any identified single-

nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) between the mutant lines and wild type line could be 

considered as the candidate point mutation caused by EMS mutagenesis. Therefore, any 

genes associated with the identified SNPs will also be considered as the candidate genes. 

Further analysis of these candidate genes can be conducted using in situ hybridization. It 

is expected that only a few genes will be left as final candidates after these analyses. 

Then, RNAi can be used to knockdown expression of the gene and to test for lethality 

and examine mutant phenotypes for these final candidates. If both lethality and RNAi 

phenotypes of a candidate gene are consistent with that observed with the mutant line, the 

candidate gene can be subject to further functional analysis.  

 

Significance 

Nervous system disorders in the elderly have created important family, social, and 

economic issues. For example, in the United States, it is estimated that 60,000 new cases 
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of Parkinson's disease are diagnosed each year, joining the 1.5 million Americans who 

currently have Parkinson's disease.  However, effective treatments for the defective 

nervous system are still very limited. A number of effective medicines are available that 

help to ease the symptoms of Parkinson's disease, caused by lack of dopamine, but these 

do not provide a cure (Miller, 2005). In the long run, a full understanding of the 

development and function of the nervous system is critical for the establishment of new 

therapies for neurological disorders, and neurodegenerative diseases, such as 

Alzheimer's, Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis and Huntington's disease.  

 

The Notch pathway is particularly important in nervous system development and new 

roles for this pathway are continually being identified Most recently, Notch has been 

shown to control the differentiation of Schwann cells, myelination and adult plasticity 

(Woodhoo et al., 2009). As information accumulates, it is becoming increasing clear that 

Notch plays numerous roles in various tissues and the molecular details are of upmost 

importance. Notch often functions with Mastermind and Su(H) in the canonical pathway, 

but this is not always the case. In Drosophila midline glia, Notch activation is a 

requirement for development, whereas Mastermind is not needed. Results from this 

project suggest molecular mechanisms of neurogenesis and gliogenesis that may be 

widespread among a number of organisms. Also, recent progress in stem cell therapies 

has raised hope for treating human neurodegenerative disorders. Again, Parkinson's 

disease is a great example, which is caused by the degeneration of nigrostriatal 

dopaminergic neurons. Stem cell technology has the potential to generate large numbers 
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of dopaminergic neurons in standardized preparations. However, the cells should release 

dopamine in a highly regulated manner and show the molecular, morphological and 

electrophysiological properties of substantia nigra neurons (Isacson et al., 2003; 

Amariglio et al., 2009). For the production of neurons with such specialized functions, 

we need to identify the cellular and molecular mechanisms that regulate different steps of 

neurogenesis. This knowledge can be used to optimize strategies and protocols to 

generate new functional neurons and glia in damaged areas. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

Functional complexity of the central nervous system is reflected by the large 

number and diversity of genes expressed in its many different cell types. Understanding 

the control of gene expression within cells of the central nervous system will help reveal 

how various neurons and glia develop and function. Midline cells of Drosophila 

differentiate into glial cells and several types of neurons, and also serve as a signaling 

center for surrounding tissues. Here, we examine regulation of the midline gene, 

wrapper, required for both neuron-glia interactions and viability of midline glia. We 

identify a region upstream of wrapper required for midline expression that is highly 

conserved (87%) between twelve Drosophila species. Site-directed mutagenesis 

identifies four motifs necessary for midline glial expression: 1) a Single-minded/Tango 

binding site, 2) a motif resembling a pointed binding site, 3) a motif resembling a Sox 

binding site and 4) a novel motif. An additional highly conserved 27 bp is required to 

restrict expression to midline glia and exclude it from midline neurons. These results 

suggest short, highly conserved genomic sequences flanking Drosophila midline genes 

are indicative of functional regulatory regions and that small changes within these 

sequences can alter the expression pattern of a gene. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

In metazoan organisms, the central nervous system (CNS) is a complicated 

communication system characterized by diverse cells that make many intricate 

connections with a variety of cell types. To generate cellular diversity within the CNS, 

genes that control the specification, development and function of cells must be tightly 

regulated in both space and time. Understanding the “regulatory code” or how regulatory 

sequences flanking genes appropriately direct their expression, remains a major challenge 

to biologists within many fields, including molecular, cellular, developmental, 

evolutionary, and systems biology, as well as bioinformatics.   

Regulatory regions of genes contain binding sites for transcription factors that 

activate or repress transcription. Such binding sites consist of DNA sequence motifs of 

between 4 and 20 base pairs and oftentimes a particular motif is repeated several times 

within the regulatory regions of genes. New targets for certain transcription factors have 

been identified by searching the genome for shared motifs particularly repeated motifs, in 

close proximity to one another (Rajewsky et al., 2002; Freeman et al., 2003) and to other 

binding sites for transcription factors in the same developmental pathway (Schroeder et 

al., 2004). Many false positives are identified in these studies, meaning that any putative 

regulatory region identified in silico must be confirmed in vivo. However, the success 

rate can be improved by including evolutionary comparisons of putative regulatory 

regions between species (Berman et al., 2004; Wenick and Hobert, 2004; Sinha et al., 

2004; Rebeiz et al., 2005; Pennacchio et al., 2006). Here, we combine the power of 
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evolutionary comparisons of the currently available Drosophila genomes with fly 

transgenesis to identify regulatory sequences and motifs required for gene expression 

within the CNS. 

To study CNS gene regulation, we focus on midline cells that play a central role 

in the formation of the CNS in both vertebrate and invertebrate species. In Drosophila, 

these cells provide signaling information to axons during their growth and develop into 

both neurons and glia themselves (Thomas et al., 1988; Nambu et al., 1990; Nambu et al., 

1991; Bossing and Technau, 1994; Jacobs, 2000; Dickson, 2002; Garbe and Bashaw, 

2004). Over 300 genes have been identified that are expressed in the various midline cell 

types sometime during fly embryogenesis, making the midline an useful model for 

understanding transcriptional control of gene regulation within a CNS cell type (Nambu 

et al., 1991; Jacobs, 2000; Kearny et al., 2004; Wheeler et al., 2006).  

Genetic experiments indicate that activation of the master control gene, single-

minded (sim) leads to CNS midline cell development. Such experiments show that 

mutations in sim eliminate midline cells (Thomas et al., 1988; Nambu et al., 1990) and 

ectopic activation of sim in cells of the neuroectoderm can transform cells destined to 

other cell fates into midline cells (Nambu et al., 1991). To regulate transcription, the 

bHLH-PAS transcription factor, Sim, must first form heterodimers with its partner, 

Tango (Tgo), another bHLH-PAS protein, before binding DNA sequences, called CNS 

midline elements (CMEs: ACGTG) to activate transcription (Sonnenfeld et al., 1997; 

Ohshiro and and Saigo, 1997). Tgo is ubiquitously expressed in Drosophila embryos, but 
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only located in the nucleus of cells that also express one of its partners, such as sim in 

midline cells (Ward et al., 1998).  

The bHLH-PAS proteins, Sim and Tgo are critical for the expression of many 

midline genes, but the presence of these two proteins alone is insufficient to account for 

the dynamic expression pattern of most genes in the midline. Moreover, Tgo interacts 

with another bHLH-PAS protein, Trachaeless (Trh) to activate a set of genes within the 

developing respiratory system of the fly, the trachea (Sonnenfeld et al., 1997; Ohshiro 

and Saigo, 1997). The binding site for Trh/Tgo heterodimers appears to be the same as 

that of Sim/Tgo heterodimers and many genes expressed in midline cells are also 

expressed in trachea. Additional evidence for shared regulatory properties of midline and 

tracheal genes comes from multimerizing the CME and fusing it to a reporter gene. Such 

a reporter is expressed in both midline and tracheal cells of transgenic flies (Sonnenfeld 

et al., 1997; Ohshiro and Saigo, 1997) indicating the importance of this single binding 

site. However, gene sets exist that are unique to either the midline or trachea and even 

within midline cells, different gene sets are activated and inactivated at various stages of 

development. We would like to determine the molecular basis of the unique and shared 

regulation of various gene sets in midline cells and different midline lineages.  

In addition to sim and tgo, the transcription factors Dichaete (D), a Sox HMG 

protein, and dfr, a POU domain protein, regulate genes expressed in midline glia (Ma et 

al., 2000; Bergmann et al., 2002). The D protein directly interacts with the PAS domain 

of Sim and the POU domain of Dfr and all three genes activate expression of slit in 

midline glial (Ma et al., 2000).  
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Most genes expressed in the midline, including sim, are expressed in additional 

tissues within the developing fly embryo. In contrast, wrapper is restricted largely to 

midline glia, with a relatively low level of expression in some chordotonal cells of the 

embryo (Noordermeer et al., 1998). To understand how wrapper is restricted to midline 

glia during Drosophila embryogenesis, we are studying its regulation, both the 

transcription factors that activate it and the regulatory sequences controlling its 

expression. Because wrapper is largely restricted to midline glia, the sequences 

controlling its expression are predicted to contain motifs for genes that regulate midline 

gene expression, unencumbered with motifs for factors expressed in other tissues. 

Moreover, the regions most likely to contain regulatory control elements (motifs) are 

tractable: the size of the genomic regions flanking the wrapper transcription unit, and the 

first intron, are relatively small.  

The availability of sequenced genomes for twelve Drosophila species provides a 

unique opportunity for fly geneticists to study the evolution of genes (FlyBase Blast: 

http://flybase.net/blast/; Stark et al., 2007). While coding regions of genes are 

conserved and can be compared between quite divergent species, regulatory regions of 

genes tend to change more rapidly. Genomic sequence comparisons between these twelve 

Drosophila species should greatly facilitate the identification of particularly important 

conserved regulatory motifs. Once identified, these regions can be compared in detail 

between various species to determine if a gene is regulated differently in different 

species. 
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Using this approach, we identify conserved sequences upstream of wrapper 

sufficient to provide midline specific expression of reporter genes in embryos of 

Drosophila melanogaster. Such wrapper reporter constructs respond to mutations in 

known regulators of midline cells. The presence of invariant sequences shared by all 

twelve Drosophila species examined, suggests that any changes within this conserved 

region might reduce midline expression. To test this, we mutated select nucleotides and 

demonstrated the importance of four motifs within the conserved region.  In contrast to 

these changes, four other sets of 2-3 nucleotide changes within the highly conserved 

wrapper regulatory region had no deleterious affect on midline expression. In addition to 

motifs needed for positive regulation in midline glia, we identified a region required to 

restrict expression to midline glia and prevent expression in a group of midline neurons, 

including the progeny of the median neuroblast (MNB). Taken together with previous 

studies on transcriptional regulation within midline glia, these results suggest that at least 

one Sim/Tgo binding site (CME) appears to be critical for expression in midline glia, and 

at least four additional sites work together with the CME to both positively and 

negatively regulate expression in midline cells. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 
Fly lines. The line yw67 was used for wild type embryos. To facilitate identification of the 

homozygous mutant embryos, the D (fsh)87 null allele (Nambu and Nambu, 1996) and the 

dfr vvlM638 allele (Salzberg et al., 1994) were placed over the TM3 Ultrabithoraz-lacZ third 
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chromosome balancer and the spi1 allele (Tearle and Nusslein-Volhard, 1987) was 

balanced over the Cyo wingless-lacZ second chromosome.  

Rat α-sim antibody staining (Ward et al., 1998) was used to identify homozygous 

simH9mutant embryos. The following fly lines were used for ectopic expression studies:  

UAS-sim-GFP (Estes et al., 2001), UAS-sspi4a (Schweitzer et al., 1995) and da-GAL4 

(Giebel et al., 1997). 

Germline transformation. P element-mediated germline transformation was carried out 

as previously described (Rubin and Spradling, 1982). 

Immunohistochemistry. Antibody staining of embryos was carried out essentially as 

described (Patel, 1994). The primary antibodies used in this study were:  mouse 

monoclonals α-wrapper (1:5), a-engrailed (undiluted) obtained from the Developmental 

Studies Hybridoma Bank in Iowa; rat α-sim antibody (Ward et al., 1998), rabbit α-β-

galactosidase (Cappel; 1:1000 or 1:3000) and rabbit α-GFP (Invitrogen, 1:500). All 

secondary antibodies (α-mouse-488, α-rabbit-Texas red, α-rabbit-488 and α-mouse 568) 

were used at 1:200. Confocal images were obtained on a Zeiss 410 microscope at the 

University of North Carolina in Chapel Hill and a Zeiss Pascal microscope at North 

Carolina State University. 

Generation and injection of wrapper reporter constructs. Various fragments from the 

region 5’ of the wrapper transcription unit (Fig. 2B) were amplified using the polymerase 

chain reaction with the primers listed below and genomic DNA from yw67 flies. After 

amplification, the fragments were first inserted into the pSTBlue vector (Novagen) and 

subsequently casetted into pHstinger (Barolo et al., 2000) using KpnI-XhoI digestion. To 
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generate the wrapper:W construct, a 884 bp BglII-KpnI fragment was inserted into BglII-

KpnI digested pHstinger. The reporter constructs were then injected into yw67 embryos 

using P element mediated transformation. For each construct, at least three fly lines were 

examined. 

Primers used to amplify wrapper upstream sequences. The following wrapper 

genomic fragments (Fig. 2B) were amplified using the primers indicated in parentheses 

and listed in Table 2: W (5’WA 3’WB), A (5’K1 3’X5), C (5’K4 3’X2), D (5’K5 3’X1), E 

(5’K1 3’X3), F (5’K4 3’X1), G (5’K3 3’X4), K (5’K3 3’X6) and L (5’K7 3’X4).  

Site-directed mutagenesis. To test the function of sequence motifs within the wrapper 

regulatory sequences, two or three nucleotides were changed within the wrapper G 

fragment in the pSTBlue vector, using the QuickChange Site-directed Mutagenesis Kit 

(Stratagene) and the primers listed in Table 3. Selection of mutagenized sequences was 

facilitated by the generation of the following restriction enzyme recognition sites after 

mutagenesis: G1: NarI, G5: XhoII, G6: PstI, G2: EcoRI, G3: AccI, G7: EcoRI, G8: SmaI 

and G4: NheI. Each mutant was subsequently sequenced and then cassetted into the 

pHstinger vector using KpnI/XhoI digestion for injection into flies.  

 

RESULTS 

 

To facilitate the identification of sequences responsible for wrapper expression in the 

midline glia of Drosophila, we first examined the genomic region flanking the wrapper 

transcription unit using Fly BLAST to determine the degree of conservation between the 
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twelve available Drosophila species. The regions most likely to contain regulatory 

control elements (motifs) of wrapper are tractable: the genomic regions flanking the 

transcription unit, and the first intron are relatively small. The results of this analysis 

highlighted a region between -492 and -326 upstream of the transcription start site of 

wrapper that is highly conserved in all Drosophila species examined (melanogaster, 

simulans, sechelia, yakuba, erecta, ananassae, pseudoobscura, persimilis, willistoni, 

mojavensis, virilis and grimshawi; http://flybase.net/blast/), particularly a 70 bp region 

(Fig. 1 and 2). To test if these sequences are responsible for the wrapper expression 

pattern in embryos, we first amplified this genomic region within a 884 bp fragment (W; 

Fig. 2B), then fused it to the green fluorescent protein (GFP) reporter gene within the 

pHstinger vector, which contains a minimal Hsp70 promoter (Barolo et al., 2000). This 

DNA construct (wrapper W:GFP) was injected into Drosophila melanogaster embryos 

using P element mediated transformation (Rubin and Spradling, 1982) to generate stable 

fly lines. Embryos containing this construct express GFP in midline glia (Fig. 3A-I) 

beginning at stage 12 of embryogenesis and throughout larval stages (not shown). We 

confirmed that GFP was expressed in midline glia by staining embryos simultaneously 

with either 1) wrapper and GFP (Fig. 3A-C) or 2) sim and GFP (Fig. 3D-I). Because 

wrapper protein is found at the surface of midline glial cells, but the GFP produced by 

pHstinger localizes to the nucleus, wrapper protein encircles the GFP in these cells (Fig. 

3A). The wrapper W:GFP reporter construct also drives expression in a few additional 

cells within the lateral CNS (Fig. 3E) and muscles (data not shown), a pattern that differs 

from the endogenous wrapper expression pattern. This suggests that the W fragment, 
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although sufficient to drive high levels of expression in midline glia, lacks certain 

sequences that exclude expression in lateral CNS cells. To confirm the midline 

expression pattern generated by the reporters, all subsequent experiments were performed 

by staining embryos with both sim and GFP at stage 16 of embryogenesis. These 

experiments revealed that GFP generated by the wrapper W:GFP reporter gene was 

indeed expressed in the midline glia, but not in the cells that develop into midline neurons 

(Fig. 3G-I).  

Next, to determine the minimal sequences required to provide expression in 

midline glia, we divided this 884 bp region into several subregions, fused them to GFP 

within the pHstinger vector and tested their ability to drive midline expression in 

transgenic embryos. Region E (Fig. 3J-L), extending from sequences -756 to -286, is 

sufficient to drive high levels of GFP expression in midline glia (Fig. 3K).  Moreover, a 

smaller 166 bp (-492 to –327) G fragment (Fig. 3P-R), and an even smaller 119 bp (- 492 

to -374) internal K fragment (Fig. 3S-X), that both include the highly conserved region, 

are also sufficient to drive GFP expression in midline glia, but the level of expression is 

reduced compared to that of the E fragment and the intact 884 bp W fragment. None of 

the other reporter constructs drove GFP expression in the midline (wrapper A, C, D, F or 

L; Fig. 2B). The K fragment is also expressed in a subset of midline neurons (Fig. 3V-X), 

including progeny of the median neuroblast (Wheeler et al., 2006), suggesting that the 

larger W, E and G fragments contain a silencer, which is absent from the K fragment and 

normally represses expression in these midline neurons.  
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Virilis sequences can drive midline expression of a GFP reporter gene in 

melanogaster. Next, to determine if the observed conservation at the sequence level 

between Drosophila species reflects conservation in function, we tested if the 

corresponding E region from D. virilis could drive GFP reporter expression in the 

midline glia of D. melanogaster. The E region is also located upstream of wrapper in D. 

virilis and is 476 bp in length, while it is 462 bp in melanogaster. The entire E region is 

58.4% identical in the two species, and the 70 bp highly conserved section differs by only 

six nucleotides (Fig. 1). The midline expression pattern provided by the D. virilis 

wrapper E:GFP construct (Fig. 3M-O) in D. melanogaster flies is indistinguishable from 

that of the corresponding D. melanogaster E region (Fig. 3J-L). These results suggest that 

the location and function of the regulatory sequences of wrapper have been conserved 

between D. melanogaster and D. virilis. 

The wrapper reporter genes are sensitive to reductions in midline transcriptional 

activators. To determine if previously identified midline transcription factors affect 

wrapper through these regulatory sequences, we tested the wrapper W:GFP reporter gene 

in a number of  mutant backgrounds. First, we tested the effect of sim mutations on the 

reporter gene by placing the 884 bp wrapper W:GFP transgene into a simH9 mutant 

background (Fig. 4D-F), a mutation that eliminates Sim protein expression (Nambu et al., 

1990). In this background, GFP expression was abolished in most cells, suggesting that 

sim expression is required for wrapper transcriptional activation in the midline. A few 

remaining cells did express GFP and these are likely lateral CNS cells also observed in 

wild type embryos containing the wrapper W:GFP reporter (see Fig. 3E). 
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Next, we tested the reporter gene in a spitz (spi) mutant background (Fig. 4G-I). 

Spi is a signaling molecule that plays multiple roles during Drosophila development (for 

a review, see Shilo, 2005). Wrapper protein is normally found on the surface of midline 

glia where it mediates direct contact with the lateral CNS axons that cross the midline 

and promotes survival of midline glia (Noordermeer et al., 1998). In wrapper mutant 

embryos, this intimate interaction cannot occur and additional midline glia die. The 

amount of spi signaling provided by lateral CNS axons determines how many midline 

glia survive in each segment (Bergmann et al., 2002).  The spi mutation severely 

disrupted CNS development so that the sim positive cells remained on the ventral surface 

of the embryo (Fig. 4G-I). Only a few of the sim positive cells also express GFP driven 

by wrapper regulatory sequences, suggesting these are the remaining midline glia. The 

cells expressing sim, but not GFP are likely midline neurons (see Fig.4A), while cells 

expressing GFP and not sim are lateral glia, because they also express reversed polarity 

(repo; data not shown), a marker of lateral CNS glia (Campbell et al., 1994; Xiong et al., 

1994; Halter et al., 1995). These results indicate spi mutations reduce the number of 

midline glia in the embryo and also reduce expression of the wrapper W:GFP reporter 

gene.  

In addition to sim and tgo, the transcription factors Dichaete (D), a Sox HMG 

protein (Ma et al., 2000), and Dfr, a POU domain protein, regulate genes expressed in 

midline glia (Bergmann et al., 2002). The D protein directly interacts with the PAS 

domain of Sim and the POU domain of Dfr and all three genes activate expression of slit 

in midline glial (Ma et al., 2000). We tested the wrapper W:GFP construct in both a D 
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(Fig. 4J-L) and dfr (Fig. 4M-O) mutant background. In both cases, the number and 

behavior of midline cells was altered and they did not migrate to the dorsal region of the 

ventral nerve cord, as they normally do. While development of midline cells was 

disrupted in these mutant backgrounds as has been previously reported (Certel et al., 

1996; Nambu and Nambu, 1996; Ma et al., 2000) and fewer midline glia were present, 

robust GFP expression was still observed from the reporter construct in the midline cells 

that remained, suggesting that either 1) D and Dfr do not directly activate wrapper via 

these regulatory sequences, 2) additional, redundant factors exist that can substitute for 

them, or 3) they can substitute for one another, as suggested by previous studies (Ma et 

al., 2000).  

In summary, midline cell development was disrupted in sim, spi, D and dfr mutant 

backgrounds. The sim H9 mutation eliminated midline glia and neurons, while a mutation 

in spi eliminated most midline glia. As predicted, both sim and spi mutations severely 

reduced the number of cells expressing GFP driven by the wrapper W:GFP reporter 

gene. In the D and dfr mutants, the number of midline glia was reduced and the 

remaining midline glia expressed high levels of GFP. 

Ectopic expression of sim expands the wrapper expression domain. Ectopic sim 

expression converts neuroectodermal cells into midline cells and activates downstream, 

midline genes (Nambu et al., 1991; Kearney et al., 2004). To test the effect of ectopic sim 

on wrapper expression, we overexpressed sim using the UAS/GAL4 system (Brand and 

Perrimon, 1993) and found that wrapper was expressed in neuroectodermal cells outside 

of the midline (Fig. 5D), but not in all cells that overexpress sim (data not shown). In the 
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UAS-sim/da-GAL4 embryos, wrapper is activated in cells that correspond to the lateral 

edges of the CNS, and the cells in the anterior of each segment, with gaps in the 

expression pattern. Next, we tested if overexpression of the secreted form of spi 

(Schweitzer et al., 1995) could expand wrapper to cells outside the midline. Ectopic 

expression of secreted spi with the da-GAL4 driver also expanded wrapper expression 

(Fig. 5G). To determine if it is possible to expand the expression domain of wrapper 

further, we overexpressed sim together with spi. This caused additional expansion of the 

wrapper domain into broad stripes within ectodermal cells (Fig. 5J). In addition, 

overexpression of either sim and/or spi causes severe disruption in embryonic 

development. 

Next, we tested the ability of sim and spi, either alone, or together, to expand 

expression of the wrapper reporter genes. Expression from both the full length reporter 

construct, wrapper W:GFP (Fig. 5E) and the smaller, wrapper G:GFP construct (Fig. 

5F), expanded in the UAS-sim/da-GAL4 embryos, to a greater extent than the endogenous 

wrapper gene. The expression pattern provided by the reporter constructs differs from the 

endogenous wrapper expression pattern, suggesting either 1) some of the sequences that 

normally repress wrapper in tissues outside the midline glia may be missing in these 

wrapper W and G constructs, and/or 2) ectodermal cells overexpressing sim may undergo 

cell death and the GFP marker may be more stable in these dying cells compared to 

wrapper. Overexpression of spi alone also expanded reporter gene expression driven by 

both the wrapper W:GFP and wrapper G:GFP constructs (Fig. 5H and 5I). The GFP 

expression domain was expanded to a greater extent in embryos overexpressing sim 
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together with spi (Fig. 5K and L) compared to those overexpressing either gene alone 

(Fig. 5E, F, G and I). Taken together, the results indicate that 1) limiting the wrapper 

regulatory sequences and 2) increasing the cells that express sim and spi converts the 

highly specific expression pattern of wrapper from a single strip of CNS cells, to a more 

general pattern throughout the ectoderm of the embryo. In addition, these results suggest 

that both the sim transcription factor and spi signaling molecule can activate transcription 

through these sequences derived from the regulatory region of wrapper.  

Identification of sequence motifs required for wrapper expression. To both 1) 

identify functionally important motifs needed for wrapper expression and 2) determine if 

all the invariant nucleotides within the conserved 70 bp region of wrapper are essential 

for the observed midline glial expression pattern, we tested effects of select mutations 

within the wrapper G region. Previous studies have demonstrated the importance of 

sim/tgo, D, dfr and spi for the expression of midline glial genes and, therefore, we first 

searched for possible binding sites for these factors. To examine both predicted binding 

sites, as well as other conserved sequences that may contain binding sites for novel 

factors, we divided the region into eight motifs that were tested for their effect on midline 

glia expression (Table 1 and Fig. 6).  

Each of these conserved motifs was tested by changing 2-3 nucleotides in the 

context of the Drosophila melanogaster G fragment (Fig. 6). The altered G fragments 

were then inserted independently into the pHstinger vector and injected into fly embryos 

to test their ability to drive midline expression.  
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Despite the high degree of conservation within this region, only four of the eight 

mutations that we tested (G1, G2, G5, and G7) caused a noticeable reduction in reporter 

expression. Two of the mutation sets destroyed midline expression of the G reporter 

construct. The putative Sim/Tgo binding site (G2: CACGT) was needed for midline 

expression, because changing this sequence to GAAGT eliminated midline glial 

expression (Fig. 7D-F). In addition, another sequence: ATTTTATC (G5), located 

upstream of the G2, was required for expression of the reporter gene in wild type 

embryos and changing this sequence to ATTGGATC eliminated midline glial expression 

(Fig. 7M-O). Two additional sites within the G fragment of wrapper are needed for 

midline expression: CGGAGAG (G7; Fig. 7S-U) and CACAAT (G1; Fig. 7A-C). If 

either of these motifs is altered, midline glial expression is greatly reduced, but not 

completely eliminated.  

In contrast, the other four sets of mutations had no detectable negative effect on 

midline glial expression of the reporter gene, even though these sequences are conserved 

in all twelve Drosophila species. Mutation sets G4 (Fig. 7J-L), G6 (Fig. 7P-R) and G8 

(Fig. 7V-X) did cause a low level of reporter gene activation in some midline neurons, 

suggesting that repressor proteins present in midline neurons may interact with these 

regions of the wrapper regulatory region. Finally, mutation G3 had no detectable positive 

or negative effect on expression of the reporter gene (Fig. 7G-I), despite being conserved 

in all twelve Drosophila species. In summary, the various mutations had three different 

effects on expression driven by the wrapper regulatory sequences: 1) some reduced 

midline glial expression, 2) some caused the inappropriate activation of the wrapper 
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reporter in midline neurons, and 3) one was conserved, but apparently had no effect on 

wrapper regulation, in the context of the experiments presented here.  

 

DISCUSSION 

 

Through the comparison of genomic sequences flanking the wrapper gene in 

twelve Drosophila species, we identified an 119 nucleotide sequence that can drive high 

levels of transcription in midline glia. This region contains a sector in which 61/70 (87%) 

nucleotides are conserved within all Drosophila species examined, relatively high for 

noncoding genomic sequences. Prior genomic comparisons between two species, 

Drosophila melanogaster and pseudoobscura, demonstrated the presence of short, yet 

highly conserved regulatory regions of genes, including giant, forkhead, m7, snail, even-

skipped and sloppy-paired (Papatsenko et al., 2006). Because consensus binding sites of 

most transcription factors generally can vary at several positions, it is surprising to see 

such a high level of conservation in regulatory sequences among all twelve fly species 

studied here. This may be a consequence of interactions between various factors that bind 

and regulate transcription in these regions that dictate a particular spatial requirement and 

order (Zinzen et al., 2006). Previous studies have identified a regulatory network 

consisting of sim and tgo, D, dfr and spi signaling that impacts midline glial development 

and gene expression (Sonnenfeld et al, 1997; Ohshiro and Saigo, 1997; Bergmann et al., 

2002; Certel et al., 1996; Nambu and Nambu, 1996; Ma et al., 2000) and the wrapper 
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conserved element includes potential binding sites for these transcriptional regulators 

(Table 1). 

Regulation by sim. Several experiments described here suggest that Sim/Tgo 

heterodimers may directly regulate wrapper gene expression. First, activity of the 

wrapper W:GFP reporter gene is severely reduced in a sim mutant background, 

suggesting sim is necessary for expression of this transgene and that sim regulates 

wrapper by activating transcription through these sequences. Second, midline activity of 

the wrapper reporter gene is abolished by eliminating the single CME (CACGT) present 

within this region. Third, wrapper reporter gene expression is expanded in sim 

overexpression embryos. Future biochemical studies will determine if Sim/Tgo 

heterodimers directly interact with the wrapper regulatory motif identified here. 

Spi signaling in midline glia. The studies described here demonstrate that the wrapper 

reporter genes are sensitive to levels of spi signaling. Mutations in spi reduce wrapper 

reporter gene expression and overexpression of the secreted form of spi, together with 

sim expands, not only the expression domain of the endogenous wrapper gene, but the 

wrapper reporter genes as well. Spi binds the Epidermal Growth Factor Receptor in 

midline glia, leading to MAPK activation (Gabay et al., 1997a, b) and subsequent 

activation of the ETS transcription factor, pnt (Klambt, 1993). Therefore, it may be Pnt 

that directly activates wrapper transcription through the regulatory sequences studied 

here. One of the identified motifs needed for transcriptional activity of wrapper is: 

CGGAGAG, which loosely conforms to the consensus binding site for ETS transcription 

factors: (C/A)GGA(A/T)(A/G)(C/T) (Sharrocks et al., 1997). However, further 
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experiments are needed to determine if Pnt directly interacts with these regulatory 

sequences, as well as the precise mechanism whereby spi signaling regulates wrapper. 

Taken together with previous studies, these results suggest that the spi signaling pathway 

may play at least two roles in promoting survival of midline glia: 1) activating wrapper, 

needed for neuron-glial interactions and 2) phosphorylating, thereby inactivating head 

involution defective (Bergmann et al., 2002), which would otherwise cause programmed 

cell death in midline glia. 

Sox, POU and homeodomain proteins in CNS transcriptional regulation. Many 

genes expressed in the CNS of metazoan organisms are regulated through synergistic 

interactions between Sox HMG containing proteins and POU domain proteins 

(Ambrosetti et al., 2000; Ma et al., 2000; Tanaka et al., 2004; Bailey et al., 2006). 

Recently, many vertebrate genes expressed in the developing CNS have been shown to 

contain highly conserved non coding DNA regions enriched for binding sites for three 

classes of transcription factors: Sox, POU and homeodomain proteins (Bailey et al., 

2006). Experiments indicated that Sox and POU proteins work together to activate, while 

homeodomain proteins repress and limit expression of CNS genes. Interestingly, several 

motifs identified here as important for regulation in midline glia of Drosophila resemble 

binding sites for Sox (G1:CACAAT; Wegner, 1999), POU (G4: ATGCAAAT, G6: 

ATGCAACA and G8: ATGCGTGG; Pankratova and Polanovsky, 1998) and 

homeodomain proteins (G5: ATTTTATC; Kalionis and O’Farrell, 1993).  

Reporter gene expression in midline neurons. That the wrapper K:GFP, but not the 

wrapper G:GFP construct is expressed in certain midline neurons, identifies a midline 
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neural silencer in the 43 bp region present in the G fragment, but absent in the K 

fragment. Within this region, 27 bp are highly conserved in all twelve Drosophila species 

(Fig. 1B) and two of the three mutations in the G fragment that cause slight activation of 

reporter gene expression in midline neurons (wrapper G4:GFP and  wrapper G8:GFP; 

Fig. 7) are found within the 43 bp region. All three sites that lead to activation in midline 

neurons, G4, G6 and G8, conform to a POU domain binding site (Pankratova and 

Polanovsky, 1998) suggesting a POU domain protein expressed in midline neurons may 

bind to one or more of these sites to keep the wrapper gene silent. 

One POU domain protein, Dfr, binds to the sequence ATGCAAAT in other gene 

regulatory regions to activate transcription, including those of two genes expressed in 

midline glia: dfr itself and slit (Certel et al., 1996; Ma et al., 2000). This sequence is 

found at site G8 in the wrapper regulatory region, but when changed to ATGCTAGC, 

caused a low level of activation in midline neurons (Fig. 7X), rather than reducing 

expression in midline glia. Although the number of midline glia is reduced in a dfr 

mutant background, those that remain express a high level of reporter gene expression 

driven by wrapper sequences and the results suggest dfr is not absolutely required for 

wrapper reporter gene expression in midline glia.  

Mutations in the POU domain motifs within the wrapper regulatory sequences 

suggest a notable difference between the CNS genes studied previously in vertebrates 

(Bailey et al., 2006) and the midline glial gene studied here. The POU domain binding 

sites appear to limit expression in midline neurons (rather than activate expression in as 

in vertebrate CNS genes), and it is the Sox and homeodomain binding sites that are 
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needed for activation. This may reflect a key difference in regulatory control of glial 

versus neural genes and it is plausible that other midline glial genes excluded from 

midline neurons will contain silencer elements similar to the one identified here, but 

further experiments are needed to confirm this. 

Reporter gene expression in other tissues. Some of the wrapper reporter gene 

constructs are expressed in other tissues during embryogenesis. In addition to midline 

glia, the wrapper W:GFP construct is expressed in a few cells within the lateral CNS 

(Fig. 3A-I) and a subset of somatic muscle cells (not shown), the wrapper G:GFP 

construct is also expressed in some somatic muscles and in the salivary glands (not 

shown), the wrapper G7:GFP construct is expressed in cells of the gut (Fig. 7T) and the 

smaller wrapper K:GFP construct is expressed in certain CNS midline neurons 

(including progeny of the median neuroblast; Fig. 3V-X), unlike the endogenous wrapper 

gene.  

These results indicate genes expressed within midline glia must share motifs 

closely related to those found within genes expressed in tissues such as 1) the lateral CNS 

glia, 2) midline neurons, 3) trachea, 4) muscles, 5) salivary glands and 6) gut and slight 

changes in these sequences can switch expression from midline glia to one or more of 

these tissues. 

Summary. These results demonstrate that certain Drosophila CNS genes contain short, 

approximately 30-80 bp highly conserved genomic signatures indicative of regulatory 

function. Within the conserved regulatory region of wrapper, a combination of a 

minimum four sites (CACGT, GCGGAGAG, CACAAT and the T rich motif) is required 
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for transcriptional activation in midline glia. In addition, a neuron silencer is required to 

repress expression of a midline glial gene in midline neurons. Finally, these experiments 

also highlight sim/tgo and the spi signaling pathway as key components in the regulation 

of wrapper.  

Future experiments are needed to determine: 1) if Sim and/or Pnt directly bind the 

sequences identified here, 2) which proteins expressed in midline neurons repress 

wrapper through the midline neuron silencer identified here and 3) if other genes 

expressed in midline glia also contain the conserved motifs identified here. These motifs 

and other conserved sequence signatures should be valuable for studying both 1) 

conservation in regulatory regions to identify transcription factor binding sites and/or 

possible structural components of regulatory DNA and 2) any variations within these 

otherwise conserved blocks in divergent species. Relatively small changes within these 

regions could lead to a change in the spatial or temporal expression pattern of a gene that 

may ultimately lead to novel functions within various fly species. 
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Table 1. Eight motifs within the 70 bp conserved region located upstream of wrapper 

tested for their importance in midline glia expression. 

 

Motif Sequence Possible transcription 
factor 

Midline glia
expression 

Midline neuron
expression 

G1 *CACAAT Sox +/- - 

G2 CACGT Sim/Tgo - - 

G3 TGTAAT Sox + - 

G4 *ATGCAAAT POU + + 

G5 ATTTTATC homeodomain - - 

G6 ATGCAACA POU + + 

G7 CGGAGAG pointed - - 

G8 *ATGCGTGG POU + + 

 
See Fig. 6 for mutations created to test the importance of each site. *Certain positions 

within these three motifs vary in certain Drosophila species (see Fig. 1), although the 

sequences tested are conserved in all species. The results obtained from mutagenesis of 

each motif in the wrapper G fragment are indicated. 
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Table 2. Primers used to amplify wrapper upstream sequences. Engineered KpnI and 

XhoI sites used to insert the fragments into pHstinger are indicated in italics. 

W A GGC ACT AGT GAG GAG AAG AAC CGC TTC CGG 

W B GGC GGT ACC CTT GAG CTG AAG CCA CAG TTG 

K1 AAA GGT ACC AGA GGG AAA AAC GTT TTT CAA 

K2  AAA GGT ACC GTG AAT GTG ACT GAT CCG 

K3 AAA GGT ACC ATG ATG ACG ACT GGG ATG 

K4  AAA GGT ACC CAA AGC CAC TTA CAC ACA 

K5 AAA GGT ACC GTA CCC ATG TGG GAG AAT 

K7 AAA GGT ACC ATA TGC AAC AGC AGC ACG 

X1 AAA CTC GAG TTG AGC TGA AGC CAC AGT 

X2 AAA CTC GAG ATT CTC CCA CAT GGG TAC 

X3 AAA CTC GAG TGT GTG TAA GTG GCT TTG 

X4 CCC CTC GAG TGC AAG AAC ATT TGC ATG G 

X5 AAA CTC GAG CGG ATC AGT CAC ATT CAC 

X6 AAA CTC GAG AAT CGA GAT TCC GTC GCT 
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Table 3. Mutagenesis primers. The following primers were used to generate 2-3 

nucleotide changes within the wrapper G fragment (Fig. 6). The specific nucleotides 

changed are underlined. Both the forward and reverse (R) primers are shown. 

G1: GGATGGGGGCATCATTGTGGCGCCATGACATTTTATCTCGG 

G1R: CCGAGATAAAATGTCATGGCGCCACAATGATGCCCCCATCC 

G2: CTCGGAATATGCAACAGCAGCGAATTCTCTGAAGCGGAGAGTG 

G2R: CACTCTCCGCTTCAGAGAATTCGCTGCTGTTGCATATTCCGAG  

G3: CTCTGAAGCGGAGAGTGTAGACGATCAGCGACGGAATCTCG 

G3R: CGAGATTCCGTCGCTGATCGTCTACACTCTCCGCTTCAGAG  

G4: CCGATGCGTGGCCCATGCTAGCGTTCTTGCACTCGAGG 

G4R: CCTCGAGTGCAAGAACGCTAGCATGGGCCACGCATCGG  

G5: CATCATTGTGGCACAATGACATTGGATCTCGGAATATGCAACAGC 

G5R: GCTGTTGCATATTCCGAGATCCAATGTCATTGTGCCACAATGATG 

G6: GACATTTTATCTCGGAATATGCTGCAGCAGCACGTTCTCTGAAG 

G6R: CTTCAGAGAACGTGCTGCTGCAGCATATTCCGAGATAAAATGTC 

G7: GCAACAGCAGCACGTTCTCTGAATTCGAGAGTGTAATAGATCAGCG 

G7R: CGCTGATCTATTACACTCTCGAATTCAGAGAACGTGCTGCTGTTGC  

G8: CGATTCTGAATCCGAAAACTACCCGGGCGTGGCCCATGCAAATG 

G8R: CATTTGCATGGGCCACGCCCGGGTAGTTTTCGGATTCAGAATCG 
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Figure 1. A 70 bp genomic region upstream of wrapper is highly conserved among 

twelve Drosophila species. The genomic regions located between the wrapper 

transcription unit and the next upstream (CG10955) and downstream (CG13506) genes, 

as well as the sequences within the first intron of wrapper (see Figure 2A) were 

compared to available insect sequences using FlyBase Blast (http://flybase.net/blast/). 

After identifying a conserved region in twelve Drosophila species, the corresponding 

sequences were aligned using the ClustalW program (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/clustalw/). A 

region consisting of approximately 70 bp was highly conserved (A; at least 61/70 bp) in 

all Drosophila species examined, although this region could not be found in other 

Dipteran or insect species. In Drosophila melanogaster, sechellia, simulans, yakuba and 

erecta, the entire 70 bp is identical. Compared to melanogaster sequences, ananassae had 

one mismatch, pseudoobscura and persimilis had two base pair differences, willistoni and 

grimshawi differed by 5 bp, virilis differed by 6, while mojavenis had 9 differences. 

Another conserved 27 bp region (B), located 18 bp downstream from the conserved 70 bp 

region is identical in Drosophila melanogaster, sechellia, simulans, yakuba, erecta, 

ananassae, pseudoobscura and persimilis, while D. virilis has 1 mismatch, mojavenis and 

grimshawi differ by 3 bp, and willistoni has 5 bp differences. Invariant nucleotides are 

indicated with a star. The position of these highly conserved sequences upstream of the 

D. melanogaster wrapper gene are indicated with the gray line in Figure 2B.  
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Figure 2. Wrapper genomic region and fragments that provide midline glial 

expression. (A) The genomic region 2R:18,267,017 to 18,270,700 of D. melanogaster is 

shown schematically and wrapper exons indicated with boxes and introns with lines. The 

region indicated with the dotted lines is expanded and shown in (B). (B) The fragments 

tested for the ability to drive expression in midline glia are shown. Fragments W, E, G 

and K drove midline expression, while fragments A, C, D, F and L did not. The position 

of the highly conserved sequences shown in Figure 1 are indicated with the gray line 

upstream of wrapper (B).  The scale is at the bottom and represents base pairs. Whether 

or not each construct was expressed in midline glia and midline neurons is indicated. 
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Figure 3. Sequences upstream of wrapper from both D. melanogaster and D. virilis 

drive midline glial expression of a reporter gene in D. melanogaster. The wrapper 

W:GFP fusion construct, containing a 884 bp genomic fragment consisting of the 

sequences upstream of wrapper (735 bp) and within the first exon (149 bp), drives 

expression of GFP in midline glia. (A-F) Transgenic embryos containing the wrapper 

W:GFP reporter gene were stained with α-GFP (green, B and E) and α-wrapper (red, C) 

or α-sim antibody (red, F) during stage 13 of embryogenesis. The overlap in expression 

between the reporter gene and wrapper (A) or the reporter gene and sim (D) is shown. 

Embryos containing the wrapper W:GFP construct had GFP expression in midline glia 

as well as cells of the lateral CNS cells (arrows). (G-X) The wrapper reporter genes drive 

GFP expression in midline glia during stage 16 of embryogenesis. Transgenic embryos 

containing the wrapper W:GFP (G-I), wrapper E:GFP (J-L), wrapper E:GFP from D. 

virilis  (M-O), wrapper G:GFP (P-R),  wrapper K:GFP (S-X) reporter genes were 

stained with α-GFP (green; H, K, N, Q, T and W) and α-sim antibody (red; I, L, O, R 

and U) or α-engrailed antibody (red; X) and analyzed by confocal microscopy. The 

overlap in expression between the reporter gene and sim (G, J, M, P and S) or between 

the reporter gene and engrailed (V) is shown. Embryos containing the wrapper K:GFP 

construct had GFP expression in midline glia as well as midline neurons (arrowheads, S-

X). The expression pattern driven by wrapper K:GFP in midline neurons partially 

overlaps with engrailed expression in midline neurons, suggesting it is in the progeny of 

the median neuroblast (Wheeler et al., 2006). Ventral and ventrolateral views of embryos 

are shown: anterior is to the left. 
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Figure 4. The wrapper reporter genes are sensitive to mutations in midline 

transcription factors and the spi signaling molecule. The wrapper W:GFP reporter 

construct was placed into several mutant backgrounds to determine the effect of these 

genes on wrapper transcriptional control. Midline glial expression provided by the 

wrapper W:GFP construct was high in wild type embryos (A-C), abolished in simH9 (D-

F) mutant embryos and severely reduced in spi (G-I) mutant embryos. In addition, 

wrapper W:GFP reporter gene expression was disrupted in D (J-L) and dfr (M-O) mutant 

embryos. Transgenic embryos containing the wrapper W:GFP reporter genes were 

stained with α-GFP (green; B, E, H, K and N) and α-sim antibody (red; C, F, I, L and O) 

during stage 16 of embryogenesis in the various mutant backgrounds and analyzed by 

confocal microscopy. The overlap in expression between the reporter gene and sim (A, D, 

G, J and M) is shown. Lateral views are shown: anterior is to the left. 
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Figure 5. Overexpression of sim and spi expands the expression domain of the 

wrapper reporter genes. Sim and spi, either separately or together, were ectopically 

expressed throughout embryos using the da-GAL4 driver line and the expression of 

wrapper or GFP monitored. Whole mount wild type (A-C), UAS-sim/da-GAL4 (D-F), 

UAS-spi/da-GAL4 (G-I) and UAS-sim; UAS-spi /da-GAL4 (J-L) embryos were stained 

with α-wrapper (A, D, G and J) or α- GFP (B, C, E, F, H, I, K and L) and analyzed by 

confocal microscopy. Ventral and ventrolateral views of embryos after germ band 

retraction are shown: anterior is to the left. Development is disrupted in embryos 

overexpressing sim and/or spi, complicating the determination of the developmental stage 

of these embryos. 
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Figure 6. Site-directed mutagenesis of eight motifs within the wrapper genomic 

sequences conserved in twelve Drosophila species. The 70 bp conserved region is 

shown with the various mutations (G1-8) tested indicated above the sequences. 

Sequences invariant within all twelve Drosophila species are shown in gray and the CME 

is underlined.  
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Figure 7. Identification of four motifs required for midline glial expression within 

the wrapper genomic sequences conserved in twelve Drosophila species. (A-X) Eight 

different sets of mutations were made within the context of the 166 bp G fragment 

located upstream of the D. melanogaster wrapper gene that contains a 70 bp region 

highly conserved with eleven other Drosophila species. Transgenic embryos containing 

the wrapper G1:GFP (A-C), wrapper G2:GFP (D-F), wrapper G3:GFP (G-I), wrapper 

G4:GFP (J-L), wrapper G5:GFP (M-O), wrapper G6:GFP (P-R),  wrapper G7:GFP (S-

U), wrapper G8:GFP (V-X) reporter genes were stained with α-GFP (green; B, E, H, K, 

N, Q, T and W) and α-sim antibody (red; C, F, I, L, O, R, U and X) during stage 16 of 

embryogenesis and analyzed by confocal microscopy. The overlap in expression between 

the reporter gene and sim (A, D, G, J, M, P, S and V) is shown. Lateral views of embryos 

are shown: anterior is to the left. Mutation wrapper: G7:GFP causes expression of GFP 

in the gut (T; arrow) and mutations wrapper G4:GFP, wrapper G6:GFP , wrapper 

G8:GFP cause a low level of expression in some midline neurons (K, Q and W; 

arrowheads).  
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